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Abstract 
This practice led project investigates the Land, the People and the Language of the 
Tiwi Islands (Ratuwati) in the Northern Territory, prior to and post colonisation by 
the missionaries in 1911. It is a combination of personal reflection, Tiwi knowledge 
and scientific knowledge. I chose the Land, the People and the Language because 
Tiwi believe these are inextricably linked and that one cannot exist without the other.  
 
My project begins in the year 2001 when I lived on Tarntipi beach on Bathurst Island 
and came to have a greater understanding of our ancient body of Tiwi knowledge. 
This knowledge, much of which is still in oral form, predates the time when our 
islands were cut off from the mainland by rising seas seven thousand years ago. 
Using these ancient Tiwi knowledges and scientific knowledge I start with the 
possible route of my ancestors from south east Asia to Sahul, the continent of 
Australia and New Guinea when it was joined by the ancient land bridge. From Sahul 
I trace the journey to Ratuwati when the last ice age ended and rising seas forced us 
on to higher ground. Post mission being established I explore the impact of 
colonisation on our language and our lives.  Tiwi knowledge has informed the 
creative writing of this project. 
 
The results of this research will contribute to the existing body of knowledge about 
Tiwi people and our culture because it contains Tiwi knowledge that is unknown to 
non-Tiwi people. It also contains information already known but seen from a Tiwi 
and therefore at times conflicting perspective. And finally this is among the first 
times that our knowledges and our past have been researched by a Tiwi.   
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Part 1 
Pari (Wake up from sleep) 
April – September 2001 
 
Whoever postulated the Chaos Theory was right, it exists at all levels of the universe. 
From the deepest space beyond our solar system to the widest oceans on our 
beautiful blue planet. And I know this because, as small and insignificant as I am in 
the greater scheme of inter galactic happenings, chaos loves me. No matter where I 
am it always finds me. I just can’t get rid of it. And so it was that one fine day in 
March 2001, in an effort to break this cycle of chaos after yet another parting from an 
arseholey man, I found myself heading to Nguiu on Bathurst Island to seek some 
Order. For some reason this has always been a recurring pattern in my life, running 
off to Bathurst Island when I am faced with a crisis. I think it’s because Bathurst 
Island is as far away as I can geographically get from whatever is bothering me and 
when I get there, there are usually so many other dramas to keep me occupied that in 
the end the original problem doesn’t seem so bad after all. 
 
After storing most of my belongings in ex Husband number one’s shed and 
entrusting him with the care of my cat Pootsie and our fourteen-year-old daughter 
Amber, so she could continue her schooling uninterrupted, I finalised my packing. 
Although my attachment to the male of the species was under revision, my 
attachment to earthly objects was still very much a part of my psyche so “The Beast” 
my old 4x4 was coming with me crammed with the essentials of life like books and 
clothes and my computer.  
 
After spending the night at ex-husband number one’s place I awoke at the crack of 
dawn full of excitement. I could hardly wait to leave the world of arseholes behind 
and find peace at last. Knowing the uncertainty of when our next meal would be Kinji 
my five-year-old daughter and I tucked into a hearty breakfast which I washed down 
with a glass of wine. Although I was about to embrace a life of imposed austerity I felt 
there was no harm in indulging my gastronomic and alcoholic desires while I had the 
opportunity. After lengthy and explicit instructions to ex-husband number one on 
the care of our daughter and my cat, Kinji and I made our way to the barge depot to 
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drop off “The Beast” for transportation to Nguiu. My gear was to be delivered the 
next Tuesday when the barge brought in fuel and supplies for the residents of the 
Tiwi Islands. After filling out paperwork a taxi picked us up from the front of Tiwi 
Barge Services and Kinji and I headed for the airport.   
 
On arrival it comes as no surprise that our booking had not been recorded in the 
system, this happens all the time even if the ticket has been paid for in advance. With 
only one airline company operating between Darwin and the Tiwi Islands, or 
Ratuwati as we call them, we passengers have long been held over a large and 
unpredictable barrel. I give vent to my annoyance as the person behind the counter 
shifts her bored gaze from my face to her computer screen and taps noisily on her 
keyboard. She informs us that we won’t be leaving until the afternoon now and then 
looks past me to the next poor bastard standing in line. But I’ve been fobbed off like 
this before only to find out once again there is no seat so I stick my face in her line of 
vision and ask her to show me on the computer that we are definitely on the plane 
and it is definitely the four o’clock flight. She blusters but I stay right where I am 
until with a long-suffering sigh she twists the computer screen in my direction and 
points to Kinji and my name on the screen. Satisfied I stalk off with Kinji in tow. We 
have eight hours to kill and although we face the risk of our flight being rescheduled 
without our knowledge and being left behind, or the airline choosing not to fly 
because there isn’t the full quota of passengers to fill their motorised sardine cans, 
Kinji and I go to the Casuarina Shopping Square nearby to vent our frustrations with 
a bit of retail therapy.   
 
The one thing about Nguiu, or Wurrumiyanga as it is known now, is that apart from 
the people growing older or dying or leaving to live in Darwin, the look and the feel of 
the place never changes, it is a place set in time. And for me there is something 
comforting about this, because while the world changes its shape around me I will 
always have this bubble to retreat to. But with this particular visit one thing was 
missing and that was my mum who had died four months previously. This would be 
the first time I’d be there without her.   
 
No-one is there to meet me at the airport. This is nothing unusual as my trips are 
never planned and everyone is used to me turning up out of the blue with no 
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warning. But there is always someone who will give you a lift and today it’s my 
Aminay Nelson who is cruising past in the Night Patrol vehicle, he spots me and pulls 
up in a cloud of dust with a big grin. The seats in the cabin are full of chattering 
countrymen who enthusiastically greet us, hands poke out of windows to be shaken 
and to caress Kinji’s head and to pat me on the shoulder. They are over from 
Milikapiti for the footy and various other reasons and Aminay is giving them a lift to 
the Club which is exactly where I wanted to go after I’d dropped my child and our 
stuff off at Louis my brother’s place. The Club is the only place on the island where 
you can buy alcohol and sit down and drink it unless you smuggle it in with you of 
course, something that happens more frequently than the authorities think. It is 
noisy and chaotic and a good place to catch up with everybody in one place and I love 
it. An old uncle creaks out the front passenger door of the Night Patrol vehicle and 
offers me and Kinji his seat in the cabin, but the cage on the back is empty so I thank 
him for his kind thought and Kinji and I hop in there instead. Then Aminay Nelson 
clangs the door shut behind us and secures it. With the barred windows and door, it 
feels a bit like a prison cell on wheels. There are no seats in the cage and we have to 
sit on the dusty floor but I guess the drunks who are normally riding around in it 
wouldn’t be in a position to care. Besides at Nguiu where there is no public transport 
except your own two feet and we just have to take what we can get.  
 
Aminay pulls up at my brother Louis’ house where we go inside and dump our bags. 
Kinji and I say a quick hello to Gemma my sister in law, and then Kinji’s off with her 
cousin Tim Tam to play and my Night Patrol taxi heads off once more. As my 
countrymen and I walk into the Club we all have a laugh about being dropped off in 
the Night Patrol van and the possibility of us needing its services again later when 
we’re pissed. Although there are many useless programs that the government pours 
money into on this island I heartily approve of their decision to fund the Night 
Patrol.  
 
After exchanging greetings with various family members hanging around outside 
who are hoping to waylay a generous soul who will give them money or beer tickets, I 
head in and spot Louis in the throng waiting to be served. He nods to where my 
cousin brother Josh and my brother Mario are sitting and I wander over and take a 
seat. Although we are kinship cousins Josh is also my promised husband but there is 
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no awkwardness between us, he has a wife and a daughter and I have a history of 
hopeless and messy relationships and we both know where we stand with all that 
matrimonial stuff. Louis is back within minutes with four beers clamped in his 
hands, and we get stuck into it.  
 
When the club closes a few hours later we say our farewells and head out the gates.  
Mario goes off singing across the road and towards the beach suburb where he lives 
while Louis and I turn left to cross the oval and then down Munkara Street to Louis’ 
house. There are “good nights” called out from front verandas as we walk past and we 
return the salutations. In another hour everything will be different with the drunks 
fighting and carrying on but at the moment everything is nice and peaceful. At Louis 
place Kinji tells me that mummy’s dog Lady has just had pups and she’s made a nest 
under the house for them. One has died and there is a creamy coloured one and two 
dark ones. When we ask how she knows that she tells us that Lady lets her crawl 
under the house and pat her but she snarls at everyone else who tries to get near. I 
tell her to be careful but I know she isn’t listening.  
 
On the front veranda there is much discussion over a cup of tea about where I am 
going to stay. My obvious choice is mummy’s house across the road but it is on the 
list to be renovated and I can’t move in until its done. They will be re-painting it and 
tiling it, and putting in new louvres and some fans and doing up the bathroom and 
kitchen. The fans will be a most welcome addition after the hot and sweaty days and 
nights I’ve spent in that place. But knowing how slow the council is and the chronic 
shortage of funds for maintenance I know that it will probably be some time before I 
can take up residence. Gemma has other ideas about me staying in her and Louis’ 
house. She makes the excuse that it’s because her sister and kids are staying there 
and there’s no room, but she is always bad tempered anyway and the thought of 
looking at her grumpy face every day isn’t particularly inviting so I am happy to make 
other plans. The next choice is Mario and his wife Theresa Anne as there is a spare 
room at his place, but for the night Kinji and I camp on our swags in a room that has 
been vacated for us by Gemma’s sister.  
 
The next morning Louis drops us at Mario’s place with our bags before going off to 
work at the garage. It doesn’t matter that Mario hasn’t been consulted about Kinji 
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and I staying with him and when we get there Mario takes some stuff out of his spare 
room and it’s now mine and Kinji’s. Although his wife Theresa Anne has her 
moments, she is a bit easier to get along with than Gemma if she hasn’t had anything 
to drink or you don’t get her riled up. Mario lives in a house that has been recently 
built but which is in one of the older suburbs. The original house built back in the 
sixties probably fell apart from white ants and neglect and was bulldozed. There are 
many others around the place that need bulldozing and the comfortable 
accommodation of the missionaries and the white workers compared with what my 
family have to live in has always been a sore point for me.   
 
Houses in remote communities in the Top End are usually completely impractical in 
their design and the materials they use to build them. My mother’s old house which 
has now also been bulldozed had the toilet opening straight onto the lounge room 
and with all its accompanying smells and noises it wasn’t always a pleasant place to 
sit. And the floors in my aunty Marie Evelyn’s place sagged and bounced like a 
trampoline, if someone walked past and you had a cup of tea in your hand you had to 
hold it away from yourself and keep moving it around so the tea stayed level in the 
cup and you didn’t end up wearing it. But for a change Mario’s new house had been 
given a bit more thought. There is a large central living area with four bedrooms 
coming off it and there are two massive bathrooms at the end of each side. The whole 
front of the house is a bank of security screened louvre windows which allows the sea 
breeze to blow right on through. The big kitchen that is part of the central living area 
has stainless steel bench tops and the shelves underneath are made of wire grating. 
There are no cupboards with dark spaces for cockroaches and mould to flourish, 
there is just air and light.  
 
But it doesn’t take long to spot the lackadaisical approach the builders had taken in 
the construction of this house. On the architects’ blueprints it would have looked nice 
and neat with straight lines but in reality the walls are out of plumb, the cement floor 
which was designed to be hosed out has more waves in it than the ocean so chairs 
and tables always need a chock under a leg so they don’t wobble, and when it rains 
the bathroom on my side is awash with water flowing down through the skylight and 
onto the space where you stand to dry yourself. There is daylight between the wall 
and window frame in my room and the laundry doesn’t have a window or a light. It 
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would never have been given approval for habitation if white people were going to 
live in it but the people here are so desperate for accommodation they daren’t 
complain in case they miss out. But never mind, Kinji and I have a place to stay. JJ 
my younger brother lives there as well and he shares a room with Cobretti (Casmir) 
my nephew and Casmira my niece who were named after Louis and Mario’s dad 
Casimir. The front bedroom next to mine is where my mum passed away and no-one 
sleeps in there.  
 
The weather has been funny since we arrived and it has been raining all night but the 
next morning the weather starts to intensify. By afternoon the clouds have taken on a 
strange greenish hue and it’s obvious that a cyclone is forming. Over at the store we 
hear the cyclone is headed straight for the Tiwi Islands which doesn’t surprise me as 
nine out of ten times this is what usually happens. This won’t be the first cyclone that 
I’ve been through on these islands, or the last. I tell Kinji the story her maningaw (my 
mum) told me about a cyclone that hit the mission many years ago. As it was getting 
closer the mission priest went around telling people to shelter in the church because 
god would keep his flock of black sheep safe from the tempest. But the locals trusted 
their centuries old knowledge of cyclones more than they trusted god and headed 
inland to the bush like they’d always done. When they came back a few days later the 
church had been blown away and only the wooden stumps and a few banana trees 
shredded by the gale force winds remained. Then Mario told us a story about another 
cyclone where the Board of Management of the store decided that people could get 
supplies from the store to tide them over. If you had no money it didn’t matter, you 
could pay it back when you got your next dole money or wage. When the cyclone 
warning changed to a cyclone alert the murrantani (white man) store manager went 
home to secure his home leaving the black staff behind to serve the customers. And 
didn’t those conscientious staff members do their families proud. People were 
walking out with television sets and anything that wasn’t nailed down and the store 
was cleaned right out. Of course there were no records of who took what and the 
store never recouped their money so people were left to fend for themselves in future 
cyclones.   
Cyclone priorities between the murrantawi (white man – plural) and the Tiwi are 
always at completely different ends of the spectrum and cause me no end of 
amusement. As per usual the murrantawi have spent the day lined up at the garage 
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filling up their vehicles with fuel and stocking up on food and taking their big flash 
boats to the council sheds to secure them while the Tiwi mob have grumbled nonstop 
about the Club not opening that day because of the inclement weather. At about six 
thirty the wind is howling and Mario, Louis, Kinji and I are sitting on the front 
veranda betting on whether the dead tree in Peter Damon’s yard will blow over onto 
his house in the night and if Uncle Andre’s pet pig Angel will take off into the bush 
like she did last time. We are also surprised that the electricity is still on because the 
antiquated power station is usually the first thing to go. My cousin Joss worked at the 
power station for many years and was so experienced at fixing the faults that when 
his murrantani boss was drunk or couldn’t be bothered to go and check it out, he’d 
let Joss go and repair it. But when his new boss started subcontracting his mates on 
the mainland to fix faults for exorbitant call out fees on chartered planes, Joss 
realised his years of experience weren’t worth anything anymore. But Joss, as quiet 
and unassuming as he is, wasn’t going to take that lying down and he started using 
his intimate knowledge of the power station to sabotage it whenever he knew his boss 
was having a party or it was a particularly hot and humid night and it would be 
intolerable without his air conditioning. It would sometimes be hours before the 
power was back on. Not that it bothered the locals, after all no-one had air 
conditioning to worry about and we totally supported his acts of revenge.    
 
A bit later on the two local cops drive around with the police siren wailing and telling 
people over the loudspeaker to find a secure place to stay as the cyclone is about to 
strike while the air raid siren at the mission is going flat out as well. With both the 
sirens and the loudspeaker going like crazy it sounds like an apocalypse is about to 
descend upon us, and the dogs all over the community stirred up by the noise are 
barking and howling as well. We don’t know why the silly murrantawi bother, after 
all we’ve survived quite a few thousand years of cyclones without having to be told 
the obvious by a bunch of white fellas, but we let them get on with their civic duty. I 
personally think they are terrified and are just putting on a show of bravado to 
convince themselves that they are in control.  
 
As we drink our cup of tea squashed up on the handkerchief sized front veranda Kinji 
hangs onto the pole while the wind blows her legs out horizontal to the ground, we all 
laugh until an extra big gust blows Kinji off and she lands flat on her face on the 
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grass. When she starts grizzling I tell her it would have been worse if she’d landed on 
the cement, she sees the logic in that and goes back to hanging on the pole again. 
After we finish our tea Louis drives home in the lashing rain and wind and we all 
retire to bed early. I have a torch handy and some water and we can do nothing 
except go to sleep and, barring any incidents like the roof or the walls blowing away, 
wake up tomorrow with the cyclone gone.  
 
In the night I hear the gum tree near my side of the house creaking ominously and I 
keep my fingers crossed that if it goes it’ll fall in the back yard and not on our room. 
Then we wake bright and early to beautiful sunshine and I rush to the front door to 
see if Peter Damon’s tree has blown over. But it hasn’t. After a cup of tea Kinji and I 
go for a walk to see if Nguiu has suffered much damage. As we get near the Club we 
notice that one of the enormous African mahogany trees that was planted around the 
oval for shade has blown over and covers a large part of the oval. On the edge not far 
from the base of the tree is a pukamani pole that was erected in the memory of a Tiwi 
woman who had a heart attack and died at the last years Tiwi footy Grand Final. 
Expecting to find it flattened Kinji and I head across to check it out, but amazingly 
the trees branches have landed around the pukamani pole and cocooned it 
protectively inside their soft green leaves. A bit further on Carpentaria palms from 
the front of the Restaurant have been snapped off and blown about 300 metres, 
finally ending up on the road outside the club. But apart from a few tree limbs that 
have fallen and garbage bins that have ended up in weird places there isn’t too much 
more damage to see and we go home lamenting the fact that all the rubbish is still 
there and hadn’t blown away to Darwin.  
 
Tuesday comes and we head to the barge landing after Louis arrives at five o’clock in 
the morning to wake me up. The barge had been at anchor for most of the night in 
deeper water a kilometre or so south of Apsley Straight and has arrived and been 
unloading since four o’clock. I don’t have long to wait and then “The Beast” is driven 
off the barge and onto the shingle beach. It’s a beautiful sight and I sign for it and 
drive back to Mario’s and start unpacking. Louis stays at the barge landing and 
supervises the unloading of the stuff for the Nguiu Store of which he is the President 
and because the murrantani store manager is too lazy to get out of bed so early to do 
it himself. But I don’t make much headway with unpacking as people come to stop 
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for a cup of tea and have a chat and see how I’m faring now that my mum isn’t with 
us anymore. Then before I know it it’s four o’clock and Mario is ready to head over to 
the Club for a beer.  
 
Theresa Anne doesn’t drink very often because she is a write off after two beers and 
she has been banned from the Club on a number of occasions due to her unruly 
behaviour. But she wants to come today to celebrate my arrival and we are all full of 
bonhomie and conveniently forget about those ugly episodes where she threw rocks 
through the car windscreen of a woman whom she accused of sleeping with Mario 
only to find out that it was the wrong car and the wrong woman. And where she 
chased some poor hapless woman around the club with a pool cue after she 
accidently bumped Theresa Anne and made her spill her beer. They help me take the 
last of my stuff off The Beast and stack it in my room and then we all jump in and 
head to the Club while Kinji and her cousin sister Dulcie head over to Louis’ place to 
play.  
 
Once again the time passes too quickly and before we know it it’s time to go home but 
as expected Theresa Anne is hopelessly drunk. She tries to walk off in the wrong 
direction when we go out the front gate but between Mario and I we manage to get 
her up onto the back tray of The Beast, which is quite a feat considering she is the 
same size as the pair of us put together. She flops around like a big bag of jelly so 
Mario gets on the back with her to make sure she doesn’t fall off and then we drive to 
Munkara Street to get Kinji. Louis has decided he is coming back to Mario’s with us 
and when we get there Mario puts Theresa Anne to bed while Louis and I sit out the 
front and talk. Mario returns a few minutes later but his arse has barely touched the 
ground when Theresa Anne comes out of the bedroom and starts accusing us all of 
talking about her. She’s always paranoid like this when she’s drunk so we placate her 
and let her rant for a bit to get it out of her system and when she disappears inside 
we think nothing more of it. That is until she emerges a minute later with a frozen 
bottle of coke in her hand with which she tries to whack Mario on the head. 
Fortunately, (or unfortunately) Mario is accustomed to Theresa Anne’s outbursts and 
he swiftly disarms her and tells her to get back to bed. Off she goes again and we 
breathe a sigh of relief and go back to talking while Kinji who has heard the 
commotion from our room sits down with us where she feels a bit safer. She has 
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always been wary of Theresa Anne and when she gets like this I can’t blame her. But 
my sister in law isn’t finished with us yet. A minute later she emerges from the 
bedroom with a tomahawk in her hand.  
 
It takes a moment for this to sink in and then instinct takes over and we all jump up 
and run because we know in her state she wouldn’t hesitate to use it. Mario has 
legged it for the scrub at the back of the house with the rotund but surprisingly fleet 
of foot Theresa Anne in hot pursuit while Louis, Kinji and I have rushed in the 
opposite direction to the lee of The Beast parked in the driveway. We hear Mario 
crashing through the scrub down the back and a volley of abuse from Theresa Anne 
aimed at his departing figure. Although Theresa Anne is drunk she knows better than 
to try and chase him through that tangle of branches and roots so with Mario having 
escaped her clutches she turns her attention to Louis and me. She stomps across the 
back lawn and up the side towards the front of the house screaming out our names 
while Kinji and I cling onto Louis. Then we hear our cousin Placid’s voice coming 
from his veranda over the road. 
“Marie! Louis! Mulakininga (fat woman) rite fuckin dere! Fuckin kali kali muduka 
(run as fast as you fucking well can)! 
Louis and I groan. Although Placid meant no harm his helpfulness has alerted 
Theresa Anne to our nearby presence and we hear her hesitate before changing 
direction and thundering towards the front. But as we prepare to run for it our other 
cousin Peter Damon joins in. 
“Karlu Karlu (no, no) !! Go dat way! Naki warta (there that bush). 
Fighting the urge to yell at Placid and Peter Damon to shut the fuck up I crouch down 
and look through the gap under The Beast to see where Theresa Anne is. I can’t hear 
anything and am worried she is creeping up on us, but I spot her standing about ten 
metres away looking towards the bush where Mario had leapt over the back fence. 
Keep talking Peter Damon I say to myself, she has obviously misunderstood him and 
thought we’d bolted for the bush down the back. I silently will her to go down to the 
fence to investigate so I can run in and grab the car keys and we can make a hasty 
escape. But Placid can’t help himself and a moment later loudly admonishes Peter 
Damon.  
“Arnapa (wait a minute) im wrong way!  Mulakininga karlu (no) see dem la motor 
car. Dey more better dis way, not naki (that way)! Wanker!”  
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We groan again cursing our cousins as they argue about us. With our cover blown we 
hear the ominous sounds of Theresa Anne’s heavy foot falls heading in our direction. 
But in Theresa Anne’s haste she has forgotten the thigh height copper log railings 
around the driveway to stop cars driving onto the grass, and as we turn to leg it she 
collides with one at great speed. There is a splintering sound and then she executes a 
beautiful forward roll over the broken rail before landing on the ground with a big 
ooof and an earth shaking thud and then there is dead silence. I hear Placid and 
Peter Damon gasp and then muted yakais and awis coming from their direction as we 
creep slowly towards her prostrate form to see if she is okay. From the silence I am 
expecting to find her unconscious but as I tentatively reach out to touch her she 
suddenly sits up. Louis who is standing behind me lets out a surprised croak while I 
jump backwards and nearly knock him off his feet. Although we should be running 
for our lives I’m still worried that she might have done herself some damage as she is 
drawing ragged breaths like she’s had the wind knocked out of her or she has broken 
some ribs. She shakes her head for a minute like she’s shaking her brains back into 
place and then leans onto her hands before sticking her well-endowed rump into the 
air like a cow does when it’s standing up. While she is steadying herself on her hands 
a gust of wind lifts her voluminous skirt up and I’m grateful for the semi darkness as 
the dark shape of her bare rump comes into view. She modestly flicks her skirt back 
into position and then heaves herself to a standing position while a great big 
mouthful of skirt is chewed up by her arse crack. Above that a bulging fan of skirt 
pokes out above the wedgie like the tail feathers of a turkey while her legs exposed 
from the knees down are straddled apart to support her shifting weight. Kinji and I 
snigger at the sight of her but the sound immediately dies in our throats as Theresa 
Anne turns and lunges at us with an enraged roar. I curse myself for hesitating. After 
once having seen Theresa Anne fall off the back of a ute and then bounce to her feet 
before ripping the driver out of the now stopped vehicle and giving him a good 
flogging I should have remembered that what would normally put someone in 
hospital with life threatening injuries is a just mere inconvenience to this sister in law 
of mine. Pissed off with myself for the precious time we’ve lost, we bolt for the back 
fence and the bush with Placid and Peter Damon’s frantic muduka! muduka! urging 
us on. But we are only half way down the back yard when I hear shouting and 
swearing coming from our cousins over the road mingled with Theresa Anne’s 
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strident voice. Good, now it’s your turn I think ungraciously as Louis and I keep 
running but it is only when we reach the fence that I realise Kinji is not with us.  
 
With the noise escalating over the road we rush back in search of my baby but as we 
reach the front door Kinji darts out and clutched in her little hands are my handbag, 
her Barbie backpack with her colouring pencils and books, and the keys to The Beast. 
Louis and I pull up short and laugh with relief, she is a real survivor that one. I hug 
and kiss my little darling and then Louis picks her up and we sprint for The Beast 
which had been backed into the driveway earlier to make it easier to roll Theresa 
Anne off the tray. The sight of my sister in law being toppled by a broom between the 
shoulder blades by Placid in his wheelchair while Peter Damon wrests the tomahawk 
from her is something I will never forget as I plant the foot on the accelerator and 
speed off out the driveway.  
 
The next day Louis, me and Mark our big beefy cousin brother who lives over the 
road from Louis, arrive at Mario’s place to collect my stuff. I’d decided, as I tossed 
and turned at Louis place the previous night, that I’d prefer to take my chances living 
on the beach at Tarntipi for a few days until I sort out somewhere else to stay rather 
than spend another night under the same roof as my sister in law. Mario is a bit 
sheepish and sits quietly on the front veranda nursing a grazed cheek while Theresa 
Anne is thankfully nowhere to be seen. Placid and Peter Damon come over for a 
stickybeak and give us a blow by blow account of how they singlehandedly 
overpowered Theresa Anne while we hurriedly pack The Beast before my crazy sister 
in law turns up and causes more trouble.   
 
I leave some boxes of stuff that I can’t use on the beach like my bread maker and my 
computer in Louis bedroom. I tape the boxes up securely and then tape them all 
together and number them in front of Gemma because I know there’ll be a few 
people including her who’ll want to check out the contents when I’ve gone and maybe 
help themselves. Although they can still take my stuff, maybe making it harder for 
them will decrease the odds. Kinji is excited that we’re going to be camping and I give 
her my biggest and brightest smile as we drive away while my stomach churns 
around like a cement mixer full of rocks. I’ve never camped out on my own before 
and I’m not looking forward to it.   
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Tarntipi is located seventeen kilometres from Nguiu and I feel more trepidation 
stirring inside me as Kinji and I pull up and look for a good spot to pitch the tent. 
Although I have always loved this beach the prospect of my five-year-old daughter 
and I living in close proximity to a large population of crocodiles who seem to like 
this beach as much as I do prompts me to wonder if I have done the right thing. But 
then thoughts of the madness of the previous night assures me that I have, after all 
its only going to be for a few days. There are wild pigs in the area as well and I try real 
hard to put the stories I’ve heard about them attacking people out of my head. I park 
in the shade of the two casuarinas. With three hands breadth between them they are 
twin trees that must have sprung forth from the same cone of seeds and taken root 
on this beach together. They have shared the rains and weathered the elements and 
when they die I know their life forces will leave this beach as one. We decide to pitch 
the tent next to the casuarinas because it feels less exposed and it’s comforting to 
know that our new home will be sheltered by their branches.  
 
Although there are instructions in the tent bag the fibreglass sticks joined together 
with elastic are a nightmare but after a few tangles we eventually get it sorted. The 
tent, which is basically a fly wire shelter also has a plastic fly in case of heavy dew. 
Even though it doesn’t look like it would withstand the spray of a garden hose let 
alone a decent downpour I put it up anyway because we are going to have a roof over 
our heads even if it is only a flimsy one. We make up the double bed swag with 
matching sheets and pillowcases and doona cover without a doona. The sheets and 
pillowcase are purple and the doona cover has a satin top with appliqued flowers in 
deeper shades of purple. We organise the suitcases at the sides so we can reach our 
clothes but still have room to get in and out the zip doorway. I cover them with a 
purple sarong so their ugly colours don’t clash with the doona cover and so they look 
a bit neater. Lastly I place a nice lavender coloured rug on the floor next to the swag 
so we have something to wipe our feet on and we don’t carry sand into the swag and I 
put another matching one at the door of the tent. Even on a deserted beach I need 
the satisfaction and orderliness that colour co-ordination brings me. I also place a big 
plastic bowl of water and a hand towel at the bottom end of the bed so we can wash 
our feet before we get into bed because if there is one thing I hate it’s dirty feet in my 
bed and sand on my sheets. At the front I arrange the table and chairs and the boxes 
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of food and cooking things and another rug at the outside doorway, and then we 
stand back and survey our handiwork. It looks pretty good. Before it gets dark we 
gather firewood so I can build a big bonfire and I won’t be so afraid of what might be 
out there in the dark. There is nothing more comforting than the smell of wood 
smoke and I think of the thousands of years that my ancestors have sat around a 
campfire on that very beach enjoying the view. And then because the tide is coming 
in and I can’t be bothered driving the few kilometres to the Tarntipi waterhole we 
decide to have a quick dip in the sea to wash off the days’ grime. But wouldn’t you 
know it, as Kinji and I wallow around in the nude in the shallows enjoying the cool 
water on our weary bodies I hear voices and look up to see two murrantawi walking 
to the edge of the sea with their surf fishing rods. Of all the places to fish on the 
island they had to choose my bloody beach. They give us a cheery wave and then 
continue to stare boldly in our direction as they cast their rods and fish. After half an 
hour of being immersed in salt water up to my armpits to hide my boobs, our feet 
and hands are all wrinkled and we are starting to get cold. This depth of water is 
plenty for a crocodile to sneak up on us and the tide has reached its zenith and is 
turning, so we take a deep breath and emerge from the waves in all our glory. Kinji is 
on the other side of me so her nakedness is out of their line of vision and with wolf 
whistles from the two perverts we proceed with as much dignity as we can to where 
our towels are sitting on the plastic table.  
 
Our first evening meal on the beach consists of baked beans on a slice of bread and 
an apple for dessert. Although I’m not really that fond of apples because they make 
me burp, it’s scrumptious and after getting our fire going we wash it down with billy 
tea made in my new shiny billy with a spout. What a great invention this is, I’ve never 
been very good at pouring tea from a standard billy into a smaller cup because of the 
difference in their sizes and I somehow always manage to pour most of it on the 
ground, but I know this spout is going to revolutionise my tea making on the camp 
fire. As soon as the sun sets the flies disappear only to be immediately replaced by 
mosquitoes and sand flies, but I slap on the apricot oil infused with essential oils 
which they just hate. The frustrated buzzing of mozzies is like white noise 
reverberating on the still air but unless any can find their way inside our clothes we 
are safe from their onslaught. As the dusk gives way to night we sit in our folding 
chairs drinking tea and watching the dancing flames in silence while every now and 
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then I shine the torch at the beach and the waves and along the dunes. Although I 
can’t see any more than fifteen metres away I need to reassure myself that nothing 
harmful is in the immediate vicinity. As I spotlight our surrounds the hope that 
Theresa Anne woke up this morning with an excruciating hangover comes into my 
head and I deliciously savour the thought. Then I push her out of my mind as I have 
more important things to think about now such as getting through our first night in 
one piece and what we’re going to do tomorrow.  
 
Even though camping on the beach at night is one of my favourite things I have never 
been in the situation where I am the only adult who has to bear all responsibility for 
the safety of others. This weighs heavily on my mind as I put Kinji to bed and then 
resume my post at the fire. I see nothing as I regularly scan the beach but that 
doesn’t mean there isn’t anything out there watching and waiting for an opportunity 
to eat us.  
 
Behind our camp is a thin strip of mangroves and then the track and behind that 
again is the bush. On the right are beautiful sand dunes and this is where Kinji and I 
go to the loo because it’s a bit closer and much easier and convenient to dig a hole in 
the sand than to tramp all the way over to the bush to do our business. I have always 
considered having a pee or crap in the open air as one of the simple pleasures in life 
and in our situation we also have the beautiful view of the ocean to enhance the 
experience. But all this changes when night falls and I am taking a pee knowing there 
isn’t anybody to help me if I am attacked and dragged away while Kinji sleeps on 
oblivious. As I pee my torch reveals nothing sinister but my piss over I waste no time 
pulling up my undies and scurrying back to the safety of the fire.  
 
When I’ve camped out with my family before I’ve harboured no such fears of attack 
as their presence has always made me feel safe but here my imagination goes wild as 
the list of predators grows to include mopaditis and nginyawis as well. The nginyawi 
are our little people, the sightings of them have been mainly out Tangiyaw way but 
there is still the thought in my mind that they could try and capture Kinji and run off 
with her. A few people in my family have seen them including my mum and I keep a 
close eye on the bush behind us as well as the beach. Eventually I am too tired to sit 
up and I retire to the tent, but not before building the camp fire into a raging bonfire 
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that would be seen from outer space. I fall asleep to the comforting light of the 
blazing fire, the smell of wood smoke and night birds calling in the distance.  
 
Some hours later I awake in darkness. Kinji is sleeping peacefully beside me and the 
fire has burnt down to glowing coals but that isn’t what has woken me up, there was a 
crash and I can now hear something right outside the tent. With my heart pounding 
against my ribs and my breath sounding like a cyclone being squeezed out of my 
nostrils I lie still and strain my ears above the racket for more noises. Whatever it is, 
it’s still there poking around but the noise is small so I tell myself that the creature 
making it must be small as well. Feeling a bit braver I creep my hand slowly out of 
bed and locate the torch next to the swag which I had placed there especially for 
emergencies like this. I point it in the direction of the noise and flick it on. For a 
hundredth of a second I wish I hadn’t in case our visitor is a nyingawi or something 
really scary with big fangs and then the startled face of a bilby stares at me through 
the fly screen. We stare at each other for a second its eyes wide with shock and its 
little paws held together like it is doing a Namaste while a crust of bread hangs out of 
the side of its mouth. And then it’s gone. After my heart beat returns to normal I 
wrap my sarong around me and go outside to retrieve the loaf of bread. But what a 
mess, the plastic wrapper has been shredded and the bread has chunks taken out all 
over it leaving nothing salvageable. The torchlight reveals a myriad of little footprints 
crisscrossing the sand. The bilby must have brought his family and friends along as 
well and had a party. The box that had salt and pepper and cups and stuff in it is on 
its side so I deduce that this must have been the noise that woke me, a quick flick of 
the torch reveals nothing else has been disturbed or eaten or carried off by the horde 
of hungry bilbies. I feel comforted by this visit because amidst the scary stuff this has 
been a nice cute and unthreatening encounter to help balance my fears. After 
building the fire up again I go back to bed and lay in my swag watching the stars 
though the circle of doorway moving through the night sky until they slowly fade 
with the coming dawn.  
 
The sun rising over the sea on our first morning on the beach is a brilliant orange 
edged with gold. In a few hours it’s going to be a hot day but for the time being 
everything is cool and the sea laps gently on the shore. I get the coals going with a bit 
of ripped up cardboard and when the billy is boiled I get Kinji up to enjoy the soft 
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new day with a cup of tea. We will have to go in to Nguiu for some supplies today, I 
should have done it yesterday but in my haste to put as much space between Theresa 
Anne and us, it just didn’t happen. But for the time being we just sit and watch the 
day waking up.  
 
Our spot under the casuarinas is perfect as we will get shade all day and by the time 
the sun is low in the horizon we have the mangroves behind to shade us as well. The 
breeze from the ocean is constant, in fact I don’t ever remember being at that place 
without one, but with the breeze comes windblown sand, lots of it. It creeps into the 
tent and the swag, and there is the occasional crunch of sand between our teeth as we 
eat. By the end of my wake-up-cup-of-tea there is a thin layer of sand in the bottom 
of my cup and when we’re ready to go into Nguiu to do our shopping the floor of the 
tent that I had so fastidiously swept half an hour ago is now gritty again with sand. It 
is impossible to keep the tent sealed to keep the sand out and I know that this is 
something that I am going to have to learn to live with. I don’t ever remember it 
being like this when I camped with my mum, but I guess we were out in the open and 
the sand just blew on past.   
 
Just before we reach Nguiu I turn into the rubbish dump. After the wood collapsing 
and my billy full of water nearly putting the fire out earlier I realise I need to make a 
structure of some sort for it to sit on. The dump yields many treasures. A lovely piece 
of security screen and four besser blocks will make a great cooking area with space 
for both the billy and a few pots and pans, while a nice length of Telstra rope will 
make a great clothes line. A half used ball of string will come in useful for making 
wind chimes out of shells and some old unused notebooks and pencils will be perfect 
for Kinji’s school work. There is also plenty of fire wood to scavenge.  
 
At the store I buy three tarps to rig up over the top of the tent for extra shelter and to 
block the wind and the marching sands, even though the tarps over the top will block 
some of my view of the stars. I also buy a tomahawk just like the one Theresa Anne 
was waving around, and some hand reels and fishing hooks and sinkers so we can 
make use of the creeks nearby. There isn’t much in the way of food that doesn’t need 
to be kept cool in an esky so until we get sick of eating baked beans and bread and 
apples then that will do. I don’t bother buying ice for the esky as it will be a puddle 
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within a few hours so I have decided to use the esky to store the bread and spuds and 
other food that might be tempting to the local wildlife. As we’re lining up at the cash 
register to pay Mario and Theresa Anne come through the doors and our eyes meet 
for a split second and then they look right past me and continue on. I know I’ve 
offended them by moving out but I would never have been able to sleep knowing that 
Theresa Anne and her tomahawk were only a few short metres away. While Kinji 
chats to some kids I go to the cigarette counter and stock up on matches. Although I 
should be able to keep the same fire burning continuously I just want to make sure 
that if it does go out I am never without a fire because I know without one I would be 
afraid.  
 
Before we head back to Tarntipi I put a notice on the store noticeboard asking if 
anyone has a spare room for Kinji and I. I also ask around but no-one has any space 
for us and the accommodation for visitors to Nguiu costs far too much for my meagre 
budget so it means we’ll have to spend a bit more time on the beach. But it could be 
worse, without the beach we would have had to pitch the tent under the mango trees 
where we hold funerals and other public gatherings. And we would have had to 
borrow someone’s shower and toilet. The beach is a far better option. On the way 
back to Tarntipi I think about how quickly we can call a new place home. We’ve only 
slept there one night and already it’s the place that I’m anxious to get back to so I can 
make a cup of tea and relax. Around four o’clock we head to the Tarntipi waterhole. 
We’ve brought along a fresh set of clothes, some towels and our dirty dishes in a milk 
crate. Although the waterhole is only a few kilometres from the beach there are no 
crocodiles here and we can safely swim and wash ourselves and our bits and pieces. 
The waterhole is spring fed and there is a causeway at the southern end where the 
waterhole becomes a creek and runs off into the bush where it eventually becomes 
the right-hand side creek. This is where we do our washing so the soapy water drains 
away and the rest of the waterhole stays clear. On the way back to our camp I spot a 
two-metre-long orchid colony growing along the branch of a gum tree. It isn’t in 
flower but it is still an incredible sight and must have taken years to grow that big. 
The Telstra rope scabbed at the rubbish dump earlier in the day reaches from one of 
our casuarina trees to a mangrove tree nearby and then back again for strength, and 
after securing it tightly we hang out our clean washing. Interestingly our washing 
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smells of the waterhole and not soap but it’s a beautiful clean smell and it’s such a 
homely sight with our washing waving in the breeze.   
 
I get the fire going a bit earlier today. But although the embers are still warm all my 
attempts to get it going with dried casuarina pine needles fails and I am forced to use 
some toilet paper to get them to ignite. I know I’m going to have to do better than 
this. My mum could make a fire by rubbing two sticks together, the same with Louis, 
and although I tried many times and failed maybe necessity will make me learn how 
to master it this time. She could also cook and boil the billy on a fire made of two 
weeny pieces of wood, as the sticks burnt down she would push them together and 
they generated enough heat to get the job done. But I’ve got plenty of firewood and 
my aim is not to economise but to bring light to the darkness and keep predators and 
my fears at bay. I’ve decided to make a new cooking fire in a more convenient place 
and the first fire will remain as our night light that I can see from my swag when 
we’ve settled down for the night. We take The Beast and go collecting firewood in the 
bush nearby so I can stockpile it and after an hour or so we have enough to last for a 
few days. And I show Kinji how to tend the fire as well. Although I can’t show her 
how to hunt properly or read the stars or tides like everyone else in my family, I can 
at least let her do what kids have been doing since human beings have lived on the 
planet, help mum around the camp fire. And she’s good too, that little girl knows just 
where to place a stick for maximum effect or how to rake the coals with our 
designated fire poking stick to get the right heat for me to cook a piece of toast. She 
also tells me how she will grab a flaming stick to chase away crocodiles if they dare to 
come to our camp, and although I dissuade her from such fearless behaviour, my 
heart swells with pride.  
 
After three weeks we are still living on the beach and I’m beginning to think that this 
is going to end up being a permanent arrangement. Mario and Theresa Anne still 
aren’t talking to me and to make sure I don’t try and somehow manoeuvre my way 
into their place Gemma has moved her mother and another sister with her kids into 
the house as well. People are very good at telling me who might have some space but 
not very good at letting me and Kinji share theirs and I am now thinking of how I can 
save enough of my dole money to leave. I come up with a great idea. Because the 
produce at the store is so crappy and costs about double the price of the same item in 
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Darwin I have arranged for ex-husband number one to send me boxes of groceries on 
the plane each week. The benefits of this are twofold because we have good food to 
eat and after all my expenses I should have $30 a fortnight that I can save. Factoring 
in the odd splurge I’ve calculated that it will take six months until I have enough 
money for our plane fares back to Darwin. I use the airport phone to ring the barge 
company who tell me that “The Beast” can still go on the barge when I leave and I can 
pay the transport costs off when I’m back in Darwin. Now we just have to wait and sit 
it out. Another bonus of getting my groceries sent over from Darwin is that hidden in 
the boxes are much needed bladders of cask wine. Although I could save up a lot 
faster without the wine I want my stay on the beach to be as comfortable as possible.  
Of course, there is always the risk of the local cops intercepting my boxes of 
“groceries” and confiscating them but that is a risk I am willing to take. I get ex-
husband number one to send over his esky as well and when the wine bladders are 
empty I take them to Louis’ place where I pull out the middle of the plastic dispenser 
and fill the bladder up with water before squeezing the dispenser middle back again 
and then leaving them in Louis freezer overnight. These are then stored in the second 
esky and provide a few days of icy drinking water while I use my big 20 litre water 
container for hand washing or for the billy.   
 
One night after I’ve put Kinji to bed and I’m sipping my wine I hear a crocodile 
barking in the distance and I feel a shiver go down my spine. Shining my torch at the 
sea I momentarily think I can see a dark shape in the water, but thankfully no red 
eyes shine back in the torchlight. I anxiously scan up and down the beach, barking 
crocodiles means that it’s mating season which I guess means they are more 
aggressive. Great. I make sure I build up both fires before I go to bed but sleep eludes 
me as I regularly get up to feed the flames.   
 
The next morning the tide is way out as Kinji and I have an early morning walk. Our 
camp is situated half way between two creeks which are about four hundred metres 
to the east and west of us. The creek on the right runs parallel to the dunes for a 
hundred metres or so before heading south into the sea, this is a great place to swim 
as the water is shallow and clear and we’ll be able to see if anything is going to attack 
us. The creek to the left comes straight out of the mangroves and past a sandy beach 
where it has cut through the dunes, then it flows straight down the beach into the 
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sea. We head to the creek on the right and after playing in the water for an hour or so 
head back to camp only to see crocodile tracks on the beach right in front of the 
dunes where we go to the loo. The palm of this crocodile’s foot is as wide as the palm 
of my own hand, so by this I know that it’s about 3 metres long and could 
comfortably eat me. We follow the footprints back to the creek where it bends and 
heads out to the sea. I decide that if we name this crocodile then that will make him 
ours which will take away some of the fear, so we call him Smaug after the dragon in 
“The Lord of the Rings”. 
 
The weekend comes and goes and we don’t see a soul on our beach. In the beginning 
I had expected company on the weekends but everyone must have better things to 
do, and that’s fine because I’m getting used to the solitude here. After the footprints 
on the beach and some suspicious dark shapes floating in the water I am now sitting 
up most of the night tending the fires while I catch up on lost sleep during the warm 
afternoons.  
 
My uncle Echo and his wife pay us a visit one afternoon after he has finished work at 
the old farm and they tell me about the time that my Aunty Bella was camping where 
we are now. A crocodile came up the beach under cover of darkness and circled 
around to the trees behind us, thankfully it was spotted before anyone came to any 
harm and they threw sticks at it and chased it off. Then they tell me how one of my 
Aminays had been fishing in the right-hand side creek and when he didn’t come 
home they went searching and only found his head. While they are chatting we notice 
a small crocodile sitting on a sand bar with his mouth wide open, uncle tells me they 
do this when they are being aggressive and there must be another one around 
somewhere. Then while I try and keep a calm face while my stomach does 
somersaults Uncle tells me that showing themselves so brazenly like this means they 
must have sussed us out and from now on will only get cheekier. Then he goes down 
to the sand and does the jerrekepai (crocodile) dance to make it go away, after a few 
minutes it slips into the water and disappears. Although he seems to have some sort 
of power over crocodiles I’m relieved when Uncle and Aunty go and take their gory 
stories with them. After that we build a barricade of the biggest logs and tree limbs 
that we can fit into the back of “The Beast” or carry or drag. The barricade starts at 
the first casuarina tree and then bends up and around the back of the tent and on for 
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another metre or so past the end and it sits about a metre high. Nothing can sneak up 
from the mangroves behind us now. We find shells with holes in them and tie them 
to the inter twined branches so that if anything touches the branches they will tinkle 
together and warn us and also because these shells and discarded feathers look so 
good hanging from the driftwood. There is only one way in now and that’s past the 
two camp fires and through the front zip door. But if there is just one way in that 
means there is only way out so I decide we need a crocodile drill. If I yell out to Kinji 
to get up the tree, she can unzip the back side of the tent and scurry up the nearest 
tree in less than fifteen seconds. For the practice runs I blindfold her so that she will 
know her way in the dark. This girl is a legend and takes it all in her stride. For me I 
just have to hope that in an emergency I can clamber over the barricade without 
getting impaled and before I get caught.    
 
The next morning the tide is the highest I have ever seen it and after I make my cup 
of tea I stand on the edge of the water looking at the tiny wavelets breaking against 
the shore. If it were to come any higher it would put out my fires and if there were 
any crocodiles, they would be within metres of our tent. It’s a beautiful day, the sea is 
rolling gently and glinting in the early morning sunlight and there are black 
cockatoos calling out from the trees further down the beach. To my left I notice a 
school of tiny fishes jumping in the shallows and moving towards me along the 
shoreline. My mum had always told me that if you see a fish jumping out of the water 
then it is being chased by a bigger fish, so I call out to Kinji to come and see and then 
so I don’t frighten them off I stand still as the school of fish get closer. When it gets to 
about two and a half metres away the jumping about stops but the dark mass of fish 
is still moving towards me, they have just gone deeper. But just before it gets level 
with me and is about a metre and a half in front and in about 30cm of water I am 
astounded to see that what I thought was a school of fish is in fact a small crocodile 
and what I thought were small fish jumping were the bony protuberances on its back 
disturbing the surface tension of the water. It swims on a few metres and as Kinji 
arrives with her toast in her hand it rises to the surface and resumes its journey 
looking once again like a school of little fish. I am shocked and we watch it swim off 
towards the right-hand side creek until it disappears from sight. I can’t stop thinking 
about this encounter. This crocodile obviously knew I was there because it went 
deeper when it came close and passed me. But what surprises me even more is that it 
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had the capacity to make a choice. My mother had told me crocodile stories like this 
before but I’d never really believed her because I thought crocodiles were 
programmed to kill anything in their path. I believe her now. I am relieved that it 
made the decision to not attack because as small as it was it could have done some 
serious life threatening damage to me. I also know that I have to be even more wary 
now because if a crocodile could come that close without me even realising what it 
was, then I’ve got a hell of a lot more to learn.  
 
My close encounter with the crocodile has left me feeling a bit more desperate about 
getting off the beach and into something with four solid walls around me. I speak to 
the Housing Manager about how long it will take to get mummy’s two-bedroom 
house renovated but he isn’t very helpful, and then JJ says that if I move in there he 
has to live there too. I don’t want him to live with me and Kinji, I want my own space, 
and so JJ and I have a big fight about it. And then Lorraine my sister who has been 
living in the long grass in Darwin for the last six months arrives and says she’s 
moving into the house as well. So I give up on the idea of mummy’s house and resign 
myself to the fact that I am destined to live on the beach until I’ve got the money 
saved to leave.  
 
Before we head back to Tarntipi I go to the Council offices as The School of The Air 
people are in Nguiu talking to the white parents whose kids do their schooling that 
way because they don’t think the schools for our Tiwi kids are good enough for theirs. 
She’s all smiles and is ready to sign Kinji up until she hears that we live in a tent on 
the beach. You have nowhere to put up an aerial she says so we can’t do it. We’ve got 
two trees next to the tent and we could screw an aerial to one of those I explain 
helpfully, but she won’t have it. “I thought you were supposed to be the world’s 
largest classroom, you said you could take education anywhere,” I protest. Yes, but 
not to a tent on the beach she replies tartly and folds up her paperwork to let me 
know it’s time for me to leave and take my silly ideas with me. As I exit the office 
Mario and Theresa Anne pull up right in front of me and make my day feel even 
worse.  
 
I am feeling so low that I decide to waste this week’s money that I am meant to be 
saving to leave on beer tickets at the Club, so I wait on Louis’ veranda while Gemma 
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sits inside with her family ignoring me. Louis walking down the driveway two hours 
later is a wonderful and welcome sight and then he gets changed and off we go. The 
beers are a great de-stressor and we are sitting there chatting and what do you know, 
Lorraine comes and asks me for beer tickets for her and Mario. I ignore her but she 
asks again with that horrible wheedling tone she uses. Its lucky I’m holding my beer 
because I know if I had two free hands I’d put them around her throat and choke her. 
After all the shit over mummy’s house earlier in the day with JJ and Lorraine, and 
with Mario and Theresa Anne being the reason I am living on the beach, and with 
Gemma stuffing the house full of her family so there is no room for me, Lorraine has 
just turned my smouldering anger into a raging bonfire. I tell Lorraine and Mario 
who is sitting on the next table and Louis who has no balls to stand up to his grumpy 
wife to all go and get fucked. Then I march off and sit with my cousin Allan and his 
missus and have a few sips of beer until I remember that they live in a three-bedroom 
house all by themselves and they haven’t offered me a place to stay. So I get up and 
sit with Flora Joss’s wife but she’s fighting with Joss again and the reception from 
her is frosty and she obviously wants to be left alone, so I go over and sit with my 
kinship father Clarence. Clarence knows about my housing woes, by now everybody 
does, and he offers for us to stay at his place. But although this is tempting, this is 
dangerous as Clarence’s missus knows he has always had the hots for me and things 
could get awkward between the three of us if he got frisky and then we’d be homeless 
again.  I find my cousin Gordon and sit with him, he’s homeless and drifting between 
families so there’s nothing to be angry with him about. Feeling maudlin I finish off 
my beer tickets and then I go and pick up Kinji from Louis’ place and we head off to 
Tarntipi.  
 
One of the main reasons I haven’t drunk at the Club since we’ve been at Tarntipi is 
because it’s dark when it closes and I have never wanted to arrive at Tarntipi in 
darkness for obvious reasons. We have no torch in The Beast so I shine my 
headlights towards the tent so I can see where I am going. I instruct Kinji to wait in 
the car with the doors locked until I know it’s safe for her to come out just in case 
there are some nyingawi hanging around that might kidnap her while my back is 
turned. I have left The Beast running in case we need a quick getaway and I instruct 
her to keep her feet away from the gear stick because the last thing I need is for her to 
kick it into gear and run me over or to crash through our barricade and flatten the 
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tent and all our belongings, or worse still smash The Beast into one of the trees and 
put it out of action. To have no wheels would be the last thing I need in this place. 
The door to the tent is on the dark side but I manage to locate the zip to the doorway 
and then feeling terrified that I’m going to stand on or put my hand on a snake I 
fumble around in the dark and find the torch. After flicking it on and checking for 
snakes, pigs, crocodiles and nyingawi I go to collect Kinji from the car but she can’t 
pull the locks up because they are old and stiff. They were okay going down, they just 
don’t want to come up. After a panic stricken minute I get the smart idea that if Kinji 
winds down the window then I can stick my arm through and turn off the still 
running ignition and pull the key out and then pull the button up and let her out. 
This works and while I shake my head at my stupidity I get the fire going while she 
keeps lookout shining the torch around us and on the beach. I’m grateful for the wine 
I’ve got stashed and have a few pannikins before heading off to bed to calm myself 
down, but it’s a sleepless night as I think about us stuck in this place and my being 
powerless to do anything about it.  
 
A few weeks later I watch a storm building over to the east which is unusual for this 
time of year. Chain lightning is arcing across the sky while thunder growls and 
vibrates through the ground, it is magnificent. I love electrical storms and I get Kinji 
up so we watch it together. There is rain in the air and the wind is building up but the 
tarps are tight and everything is safely stowed away in readiness. When the first big 
drops fall I send Kinji into bed while I build up the fires and then we snuggle up 
together to wait for the storm to pass. With a rushing sound across the sea and the 
beach the rain reaches the tarp above us with a noise like rapid machine gun fire. 
Seconds later the tarp starts flapping wildly where it has come unfastened from two 
of the tent stays where it was secured. The wind is blowing with such force that with 
each flap the tent threatens to rip up the remaining stays and blow away with us 
inside it, so I rush out and cut the ropes with the bread knife that I keep under my 
pillow and crumple the tarp up and shove it on the back seat of The Beast. Back in 
the tent the rain is coming straight through the flimsy fly so with my back to the 
oncoming storm I place Kinji against my front where she is warm and I can try to 
keep her as dry as possible. Lightning strikes the bush nearby with a sound like a 
cannon going off and we jump simultaneously, the smell of burning gum leaves 
reaches us but with the intensity of the rain I have no fear of a bushfire endangering 
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us. As the lightening continues to explode around us I wonder if anything swimming 
in the ocean can get electrocuted by a lightning strike or are they earthed because 
they are suspended in the water. Within five minutes we and the swag beneath us are 
saturated while the storm rages for another ten minutes and then is over as quickly 
as it started. I can smell wood smoke so one or both of the fires made it through the 
storm and although I know I should probably get up and check them I also know I’d 
be extremely lucky to find any dry firewood to stoke them up again. There is nothing 
else to do but go to sleep and hope that the crocodiles are all snuggled up in their 
creeks thinking about sleep as well. Although soaking wet we are warm and cuddled 
up together we are soon asleep. When it starts to get light Kinji and I pull out all the 
wet sheets and pillows and the swag mattress and its cover and we hang them on the 
line to dry. Thankfully our clothes and spare towels stayed dry in the cases so we get 
changed and then I get the fire going for a much needed cup of tea. Surprisingly 
everything including the swag mattress is dry by mid-day thanks to the relentless sea 
breeze. And it is only when I am remaking our bed that I realise we could have slept 
in The Beast where it was snug and dry.  
 
The geography of Tarntipi beach is very old, this is evident by the fossils that we find 
washed up on the shore. Although we find mainly shells I have previously found the 
vertebrate of a fish and a crustacean of some sort that looked like a crab, but my best 
discovery was a tektite that looked like a shiny black pearl stuck to a piece of stone 
that I keep in my box of special things. As we walk the beach I give Kinji words to 
spell or we do her times tables, and when we sit down for a breather we do 
mathematical sums with shells. We match capital cities to countries and we think of 
animals and plants that start with each letter of the alphabet. We are never bored. 
Occasionally in the distance we’ll see a crocodile swimming past or sunning itself on 
the beach, but as long as we keep our distance we’ll be right. 
 
One day we’d only just arrived back in the camp and are sitting down with a cup of 
tea when three dolphins swim past in the shallows. They are the lighter grey dolphins 
that hang around the coast line and I recognise the large female from sightings a few 
years previously. She has a white tip on her fin and because of this I had called her 
Tapalinga or Star. I first met her when my mum and I and some aunties had gone 
crabbing on Buchanan Island, which is situated at the southern end of Apsley strait. 
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Everyone was off in the mangroves hunting and I was lazily sitting on the beach 
enjoying the view when three dolphins that I had spotted earlier when we were in the 
boat, went swimming past a few metres off shore. There was a large dolphin which 
was the mum and then a middle-sized dolphin and a tiny baby and they were cruising 
up and down fishing in the shallows. I had never seen a dolphin up this close before 
let alone three of them and I just couldn’t believe my eyes. After swimming up and 
down a few times they stopped and then Tapalinga stuck her head out of the water 
and looked at me before driving herself straight towards the beach. It happened so 
quickly that I didn’t have time to panic before she pulled up in the shallows a few 
metres away and then wriggled back out into the deeper water again. Tapalinga and 
the middle-sized dolphin proceeded to beach themselves like this a number of times. 
My mum told me that this is a method they use to catch fish, but there were no fish 
being driven into the shallows this day and I will always believe they were putting on 
this display solely for my enjoyment. And here was the beautiful Tapalinga again. But 
no games today and they swim on past us towards our right-hand side creek and then 
on out to sea.  
 
One day I am sitting in the shade of the twin trees watching the world go by. The day 
is balmy and clear, the sea is like glass and a breeze is whispering faintly through the 
trees when suddenly an F111 fighter jet glides past barely four or five metres above 
the water. I know the army are currently doing manoeuvres around Darwin and I 
think this one was flying under the radar to evade detection in their silly war games, 
but I didn’t even hear it coming. It was soundless and it was only the movement that 
caught my eye. Normally when these planes fly overhead the noise is so loud it rattles 
the windows, but this one flew past with barely a whisper. Maybe the sound waves 
radiate differently when they’re flying low, but by the time I walk down onto the hard 
sand and look in the direction it had gone the plane is nowhere in sight although the 
sound of its engines when it finally arrives half a minute later nearly knocks me off 
my feet. When it happens again a week or so later as I am cooling myself in the 
shallows the pilot waggles the wings as he flies past so I know he has seen me and is 
giving me a wave. I am sure the pilot would have broken some regulation or other to 
be flying like that but thankfully I only see the plane twice. But this really craps me 
off as I don’t like visitors dropping in (or flying past) unannounced because this is my 
beach. When my family visit they always toot their horn down the road to let me 
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know they’re coming as this gives me time to get clothes on if I’m wandering around 
half naked or to organise myself if I’m having a pee. 
 
Although it rarely happens, when the murrantawi do visit my beach I am never 
surprised by their display of bad manners and how they like to march around like 
they own the place. One day as Kinji and I are having a pleasant afternoon pee we 
hear the sound of a vehicle arriving on the other side of our sand dune and the voices 
of two young murantanga (white women). Our pee finished we creep up and flatten 
ourselves on the sand and peek over the edge to spy on the intruders. I know now 
how the Eora must have felt when Captain Cook landed and strutted around on their 
beach, and I don’t like it one bit. Armed with a blanket and esky they set themselves 
up on the bend of the creek where Smaug likes to sit at night time. There is currently 
no danger to them as Smaug would be having a snooze in a cool spot in the creek 
where it is sheltered by mangroves but I am affronted by their intrusion into this 
territory of ours. With Kinji in tow I march down to confront these two women who 
are now in their bikinis and slapping on sunscreen, but they are not in the least bit 
perturbed by our appearance and in fact seem glad to see us and warmly invite us to 
sit on their blanket. I stand. I don’t want their hospitality and I want them to bugger 
off so I find myself telling them that the beach is a sacred site and no murrantani are 
allowed down the Tarntipi road. These are lies but they just drip off my tongue with 
no sense of guilt whatsoever. There is no resistance and they pack up and drive off 
with their apologies still hanging in the air while I turn my back on them and stalk 
away. Later in the evening as I poke the fire and watch the flames dance I feel a sense 
of satisfaction that today I singlehandedly repelled invaders from this place of ours 
and tomorrow the waves will have erased their marks forever.  
 
I only brought one book with me to read when we came to Tarntipi and that is C.R 
Osborne’s The Tiwi Language. I bought it because I wanted to know about my 
language in its deconstructed form, I wanted to see its skeleton and its muscles and 
its organs. But this isn’t as easy as I thought it would be because some things just 
aren’t making any sense no matter how hard I read it. Do Linguists use a formula to 
take a language apart and peer into its depths or does every language group have its 
own structure I wonder? After a while I recognise some words and this gives me hope 
but many are listed as Iwadja, the language belonging to those on the mainland 
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around Coburg Peninsula. Osborne believed that we adopted these words when Joe 
Cooper the buffalo shooter came with his trusty band of Iwadja helpers. They came to 
shoot the wild buffalo on Melville Island that the British left behind after they 
abandoned Fort Essington. But why would we want to use their words when we had 
perfectly good words of our own, I am vexed with Osborne’s thoughts on this matter 
but read on nonetheless. And there are Macassan words in this book as well even 
though various mission clergy had vigorously refuted the idea that the Macassans 
had ever set foot on Ratuwati despite us knowing that they did. But wait a minute, I 
should have known this was coming, my eyes take in the part where Osborne thinks 
the worldly wise Iwadja brought these Macassan words with them too. Does Osborne 
give us credit for anything I ask myself, he probably thinks the Iwadja invented fire 
as well.   
 
On the weekend I take the offending tome and show it to Louis and Mario who 
always acts like nothing has happened when Theresa Anne isn’t around. They have a 
read of some parts and then shake their heads because it makes no sense to them 
either. And then we get our Aminay Max over for his opinion, as an old bloke I 
particularly want to know what he thinks of the Iwadja words so he calls over a few of 
his mates and I read the words out to them. They waste no time in telling me they are 
old Tiwi words and Osborne has got it wrong and then they grumble about these 
murrantawi who come here and make up shit about us. Mario who has worked at the 
language centre at the school making books in the Tiwi language for our kids to read 
tells me to take the book back to camp and chuck it in the fire where it belongs. 
 
But when I get home to Tarntipi the book goes back into my suitcase. Despite Mario’s 
advice I am keeping it because this is proof that the murrantawi don’t know 
everything. This man got his PhD compiling our language and there was no-one to 
question what he had done, the University of Queensland just accepted that he knew 
what he was doing. To give him some credit the poor man was probably trying to do 
his best but his ears and brain would have been attuned to the English language and 
he wouldn’t have been able to pick up the subtleties of our language and know it like 
we do. I can’t help wondering how many other Indigenous languages around 
Australia have suffered a similar written fate to ours.  
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I decide one morning that I am going to try my hand at fishing to supplement our 
food supply, so Kinji and I put the hand lines and other fishing paraphernalia into a 
bucket and set off for the left-hand creek. There is a lovely strip of sand about five 
metres wide for Kinji to play on and I position myself near the mangroves where I 
hope the fish are. The water level is a half a metre drop straight down where the last 
tide has cut it into a neat cliff face and my bait is a tinned smoked oyster which I 
carefully drop into the water. I cross my fingers while my mouth waters for the oyster 
which is now food for the fish, those fish had better enjoy it. But I try for about an 
hour with no luck so when the tide turns I move down a bit further into the sun next 
to a small bush growing next to the bank. It seems to be a strange place for a bush to 
grow sitting there all by itself because I would have thought that the high tide would 
surely uproot it and sweep it away, but there it is. I’ve heard that the fish start doing 
things when the tide turns and I am full of expectation, but nothing happens when 
this tides changes except the leaves floating on the surface start to move in the other 
direction. Bored I start to get distracted by what is going on around me. A white 
breasted sea eagle Jerremeru is sitting on a tree further up the creek and watching 
me, he then swoops down to the creek before flying off with a nice fat wriggling fish 
clutched in his claws. Well at least I know there are fish in the creek. Kinji is making 
a magnificent sand castle on a patch of sand shaded by a beautiful big gum that sits 
next to the track. It has turrets and tunnels while feathers, gum nuts, leaves, sticks 
and shells poke out from it in a most artistic way. This track winds along behind the 
low sand dunes and then comes out behind our camp. There are scrumptious bush 
peanut trees aplenty in this patch of scrub, unfortunately they aren’t in fruit at the 
moment or I wouldn’t be wasting my time fishing. And there are also heaps of vines 
with the poisonous abrus seeds, one of those seeds if swallowed can kill an adult but 
although I’m sure they’ve been used for that purpose before I’ve only ever seen them 
used to decorate ceremonial headdresses called parmagini. I turn back to my fishing, 
everything is lazy and quiet and I’m feeling quite languid. But then I notice 
something really weird. Reflected in the water is my shadow and the shadow of the 
small bush on my left hand side, but on my right is the shadow of a person standing 
next to me. It looks like a man who is a bit taller than me and stockier and with less 
hair on his head, his shoulders are broad and strong unlike mine that slope down on 
such an angle that my bra straps are forever slipping down. I didn’t hear anyone 
walking up and I dart my head around to see who is standing there but there is no-
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one only Kinji playing on the sand behind me. I call out to Kinji and ask her if she 
saw anyone but she says no, there is no-one but us. Puzzled I look back at the water, 
my shadow is still there and so is the bush but the shadow of the person is now gone. 
I look harder at the spot where it had been and then I see a crocodile rising very 
gently to the surface of the murky water. In an instant I drop my handline and throw 
myself backwards, landing on the sand a few metres away before bolting to where 
Kinji is sitting watching me. I don’t have to tell her what just happened she knows 
there is a crocodile but she stays calm while I get my breath back. I leave the 
handline where it fell while I make my shaky way back to the camp holding Kinji’s 
hand. I’ll come back for it tomorrow when I’ve recovered.  
 
Back at the camp I have a good think about what happened. Another few seconds and 
the crocodile would have had me by the ankle and dragged me into the water and it 
would have served me right too for being so stupid. But what a terrible thing for Kinji 
to witness and then be stuck there by herself until someone came out to visit. I decide 
then and there not to go fishing anymore, I’d never caught a fish before anyway so it’s 
no big deal. But what about the shadow of the person. It wasn’t a figment of my 
imagination, it was real. Whoever it was had warned me about the crocodile that was 
for sure.  
 
That night there are two sets of red eyes in the torchlight as I shine it over the 
advancing tide, but after my near brush with death I don’t feel as scared of them as I 
did before. It’s funny how something like that can completely change the way you 
feel. We watch them separately blink out and then reappear in different places, 
maybe one of them was my friend from earlier or maybe they were random passer-
by’s curious about the humans on the beach. I build the fires up and go to bed instead 
of sitting up all night like I normally do because I know now that someone is looking 
after us.   
 
When Louis comes on the weekend I tell him about the shadow next to me at the 
creek and he knows straight away who it is. It’s one of our kinship grandfathers who 
was buried in the sand dunes behind the right-hand side creek. This somehow makes 
my rescue even more special and I silently thank my aminay for keeping an eye on 
me and I make a promise that I’ll be a bit more careful in the future. A few more 
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families turn up to fish and when they hear what happened to me they all agree with 
Louis that it’s aminay for certain and they all call out to him and wish him well. And 
so I have names for the two creeks now, Kiluwaya Aminay (Grandfathers Creek) 
where our grandfather was buried and Kiluwaya Jerekepai (Crocodile Creek) where 
my aminay saved me.   
 
One fine sultry morning we head off to the bush near Kiluwaya Jerekepai. This part 
of the bush is full of punkaringa (paper bark tree) and I tell Kinji that this tree has 
many uses. I explain that as a little baby before I learned to squat and go to the toilet 
her maningaw would wrap the lower part of me in a piece of the paperbark so if I did 
anything it could be thrown onto the fire and burnt. And it was used like baby wipes 
are used today to clean up any messy bits. These were the first disposable nappies 
but much more hygienic than the ones designed by the murrantawi and more 
environmentally friendly too than their plastic counterparts which have created 
mountains of land fill the world over. And when it was cold in the dry season I was 
wrapped in it as well like a papery bunny rug. It was also good for wrapping fish and 
cooking it in the coals, the fish was lovely and moist and had a nice flavour from the 
paper bark, of course you had to wet the paperbark first or your fish would end up 
being flame grilled instead of baked. The dense wood was also used to make dugout 
canoes and we used several layers of large sheets of the bark to make waterproof 
shelters in the wet season. This amazing tree also stored water in swellings on the 
trunk which could be chopped open to get the water.  
 
Kinji loves it when I tell her stuff like this and points to another tree across the track 
nestling among the gums. Ah, the kartukuni or ironwood, another versatile tree I say 
like some wise old granny. This one we make the tutini or pukamani funeral poles 
from and canoes as well because the wood is the hardest and the longest lasting wood 
on Ratuwati and before we had metal axes we used stone ones and shells to carve 
them with. No small feat considering chainsaws even have trouble cutting them. It 
was also a great medicine tree for skin problems and my mum showed me how you 
get the inner bark and chop it into little chunks and then get a pot you aren’t ever 
going to use again for cooking food because the liquid is poisonous, and cook it 
slowly over the fire until you are left with a deep pink liquid which you wash scabies 
or infected mozzie bites with. The same with the marakali (mangrove trees), the 
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wurakinni (beach vine) that covered our sand dunes, and our very own casuarina 
trees next to our tent.  
 
I’m on a roll now and I show her the turukwanga, the spindly bush that we use to get 
the sticks from to rub together to make fire and the alabanjar (beach hibiscus) that 
was used to make the rope that was attached to harpoons for hunting turtle and 
dugong. This rope is waterproof and never rots. Although I’ve only ever seen the 
wuliwulama (rotten cheese fruit) at Tangiyaw I tell Kinji how tangy and sharp like a 
lemon the fruit is and how my aminay Louis and the other old men used the leaves as 
tobacco. And I tell her how I would always drag her maningaw off to Merinto when 
the pinyama (bush apples) were ripe and feast on them until I got a stomach ache. 
This is also the place of the aligirryaka (crinum lily) and in the wet when the pinyama 
are fruiting these spectacular flowers carpet the ground for as far as the eye can see.  
 
We spend another hour or so wandering around while I show her medicine plants 
and bushes whose roots her maningaw used for dying the Pandanus for her baskets. 
Although I’m not good at hunting I’ve always liked the plant stuff and I’m glad that I 
can teach Kinji something useful. And then Kinji asks me how I know all this and I 
realise I don’t actually know. I know that I learnt about the kartukuni bark from my 
mum because she used it on me, but apart from that I don’t know. I can’t remember 
anyone pointing out the plants and explaining them to me like I am doing to Kinji. I 
tell her I think my mum and the other old people who have passed on are telling me. 
And they are telling me this so we don’t forget the old ways.  
 
It seems that I am never satisfied. Although Tarntipi is my home now I want to look 
at something else and so I bribe Louis to take a day off work and take me to 
Yuwalinga. Louis doesn’t need much encouragement to go visit our country instead 
of poking around under motor car bonnets, and so he picks us up early and we head 
west. I decided on a week day because no-one usually goes to Tarntipi during the 
week and there is less chance of our tent or belongings being ransacked or carried 
off. As much as I love my family, there are some things that just don’t appeal to me in 
this culture of ours that regularly swings between utopian and dystopian, and where 
my property isn’t mine at all, it’s Ours. Although my family rigorously support this 
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practice I prefer to use the term theft and not communal sharing, much to the 
chagrin of my family.  
 
It’s a beautiful day and it’s even more beautiful when we reach Yuwalinga. The sea is 
cornflower blue and little wavelets sparkle in the sunlight. I show Kinji the spot 
where I dug up my first turtle egg nest. We’d been camping there a few years back 
and I’d woken up early before everyone else and decided to go for a walk up towards 
the ochre cliffs. Not far from our camp were the fresh tracks of a turtle that had come 
up the beach in the night and dug a hole and laid her eggs. This was a surprise 
because my mother who could hear a fly sneezing two kilometres away would 
normally have heard this and then positioned herself nearby and waited for the turtle 
to finish so she could get the eggs. But everyone had slept through it including her. I 
found a long skinny stick and poked down into the nest like I’d been shown. It came 
up wet, so from the wet part on the stick I knew there were fresh eggs and I knew 
how far I had to dig down. The sand was soft and came up easily and after taking a 
few dozen left some behind in the nest to hatch. One nest that I had once found with 
my mum contained ninety-four eggs but it was always her rule that we only took 
what we needed and left the rest. When I got back to the camp with the eggs, 
everyone was awake and they had them for breakfast, I didn’t have any though as the 
taste and texture have never been to my liking. My mum told me that my amaw who 
was buried at Yuwalinga had led me there and shown me what to do, and she was 
probably right too as I am a hopeless hunter and gatherer and would probably never 
have found them by myself. There are no turtle tracks today though, and the beach is 
as fresh and untouched by footprints as it would have been when our islands were 
born. Over a billy of tea I tell Kinji about how my old aunties would often point out 
across the ocean and tell me we came from that way somewhere and how her 
maningaw had said there were old burial grounds under the sea at Wolamatara 
(Rocky Point) and Tangiyaw and that’s where the spirits of our family go to join the 
rest of our mob when they pass away.  
 
When we arrive back at Tarntipi I am relieved to see that nothing has been touched, 
there are just the tracks of the crows who never waste an opportunity to investigate 
the camp when no-one is there. The billy has been upended and the little water that 
was in it has doused the embers and left them cold so Kinji and I collect some 
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kindling and get the fire going again. Our visit to Yuwalinga has left me in a 
philosophical mood and while I stoke up the fire I think about what have I learnt 
here. Well, apart from learning how to survive, being here has shown me that my 
mother was completely in her element in the bush. There my mother moved with 
such authority and grace. In the bush she would strip away her clothes and walk 
without shame, she would speak her numerous languages to her ancestor spirits 
because there is a raw and primal energy that lives in each word that we speak which 
connects us to all those before us who have spoken those words. In the bush she 
knew she would be provided for, she would never be lonely and she knew her feet 
would be guided by the weather and the stars. This is where she truly belonged. 
Before she died we spoke once or twice about her cousin brother my uncle David 
Blanasi who on my last visit to him at Beswick told me that he was heading out bush 
to “find a place to sit.” And he did, and despite the search parties with experienced 
trackers and anxious family he was never seen again, but that was only because he 
didn’t want to be found. My mum and I both agreed that it would be the best way to 
die, at a place of your choosing and when and how you wanted it to be. That was how 
things happened in the old days.  
 
One afternoon I notice the clouds starting to build up in the east. The wet season will 
be here soon and although the west season is my favourite time of year, I am thankful 
that I won’t be here living in our tent when the rains start in earnest. And then the 
day arrives when its time for us to go. On the track out of Tarntipi we say goodbye to 
the orchids growing on the tree, they are finally flowering for us but there is no 
camera to record this beautiful sight, just my memory. We wave to the Tarntipi 
waterhole turn off as we go by and then I think about the native lasiandras that grow 
at Kukuni before wishing that I had gone there and Tangiyaw one last time before we 
left.  Never mind they’ll be there next time. I pick Louis up from the garage and then 
give him the keys to The Beast when Kinji and I get off at the airport. He will take it 
to the barge in the morning.  
 
I am sitting on the right-hand side of the plane and as it takes off down the southern 
end of the runway I look out the window and see Tarntipi in the distance. I see the 
casuarina trees that sheltered us and I think of why it is so true that it takes a tribe to 
raise a child. Although Tarntipi came to be the most interesting place I have ever 
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lived it was hard bringing Kinji up alone there with no family to constantly help 
protect her and teach her our ways. But despite the dangers and because of the 
beautiful moments I know we have both left with more than we ever started with. As 
we wing our way across the skies to Darwin a song that Louis wrote about Tangiyaw 
comes into my head.  
 
Where the sun sinks down to the west 
Slowly across the sky 
I’m sitting under the old pandanus tree 
Thinking about this land 
Along the golden sand I walk 
Looking at the sun slowly going down 
Moantu kilimiraka yilnapi 
Tangiyaw Pwunikini Pumpuruwu 
Ngawa Tangarima Tikalaru 
Sitting with my family by the campfire light 
Singing and dancing away 
As moonlight shines through the night 
And the fire keeps burning all night through 
Well I’m sad that I’m leaving my country 
But I’ll be back this way again. 
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Part 2 
Murrantawi 
(White Men) 
October 2016 
 
Today I stand at Tarntipi with Kinji at the spot where we once lived in our tent on the 
beach. It has been 15 years since we were last here together but it feels like entire 
lifetimes have passed by in that space of time. There are echoes of the past 
whispering through the leaves of our old friends the Casuarina trees who seem to 
guard the memory of our time here.  This place changed me, I am no longer the same 
person that I was then. Innocence and dreams died here and were replaced with 
something else that I can’t name, and for that I feel an unexpected and undefinable 
discomfort. I want to leave but instead I make myself sit down in the shade where I 
once sat and watched the world go by. I need to work out why I feel like this because 
this is a place that I love yet today I feel something shadowy and menacing and if I 
leave now I may never know. Kinji sits down and waits too, she is older than the 
world that girl and she will wait without question beside me. The sea is gently 
breaking on the shore just like it has done here for tens of thousands of years, 
nothing has changed and yet everything has changed. Then maybe an hour or maybe 
a minute passes and somewhere deep inside I feel something like a bubble slowly 
rising to the surface, and as it gets closer I know exactly what it is. It is anger. And a 
great big piece of anger it is too. It dislodges itself and spills forth like a wave 
sweeping everything away in its path and it flows out and swirls all around me. It 
shakes up my heart but I hold back the tears because I know exactly what this is all 
about. After suppressing it for all these years I can finally set it free and admit that 
my family leaving me here alone with my child to fend for ourselves really hurt me. 
They all knew I couldn’t catch fish or kill a crocodile. They all knew I was hopeless 
and lost and afraid without them. I let this anger take hold of me and it burns deep 
and hard. We could have died on that beach and I curse and I rant and then without 
any warning the anger is gone. The fire inside me has burned out and there are just 
little wisps of smoke being carried away on a gentle breeze. But how did this happen 
to them. Is this what 100 years of the Catholic mission telling Tiwi people to love thy 
neighbour has done to my family. Has 100 years of subjugation and kissing the arse 
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of some god who doesn’t belong to us brought my family to this sorry state. From the 
kinship structure that is in place today I know we once would never have stood by 
and let a member of our family face hardship alone because each person was vital to 
the survival of the whole group. But things have definitely changed and my anger 
turns into sadness for the compassion and humanity that we have lost on this road to 
becoming “civilised”. And it is only when my skies are clear again and we turn to go 
that I realise stumbling blindly through days that swung rapidly between beautiful 
sunrises and unpredictable death gave me something that I don’t think I ever had 
before. Courage.  
 
My aminay (grandfather) Louis Munkara lived at Tangiyaw as far away from the 
mission as he could get except for when the war was on and he was charged with the 
task of defending 2,071 square kilometres of Bathurst Island with a 303 rifle and one 
bullet. Yes, one bullet. But known for his ability to think outside the square my 
aminay has been immortalised as Line-Em-Up-Louis, the man who after capturing 
five Japanese men that had crashed landed on the island, lined them up one in front 
of the other and shot them through with his one bullet. What a resourceful man. I 
wonder how many defence requisition orders it would have taken to replace his 
bullet.  Aminay was considered to be a surly evil-tempered man by the missionaries 
and all other visiting murrantawi such as anthropologists and government officials. I 
am told he hated their presence and had as little to do with them as was humanly 
possible and I wonder if that’s where I get it from. But who could blame him because 
he would have seen the balance slowly shifting in the murrantawis favour. Every 
piece of ground they gained in the name of god and research was our loss. Every Tiwi 
custom they killed was another thread of the past being cut off. And every Tiwi word 
that was replaced by an English one was another step closer to becoming a subject of 
the British crown. And because the mission saw us as pagan savages to be subjugated 
and shaped to their will they made decisions about us that were not in our best 
interests. By using psychological warfare the missionaries corroded our ancient 
beliefs. They bribed people with food so they would attend church services, and so 
they wouldn’t initiate the young boys because they had Catholicism now to replace 
their savage ways, and so that marriages between young girls and old men would 
stop. By destroying our beliefs and the cycles of initiation and the ancient marriage 
traditions, they destroyed the structure of Tiwi society as we had always known it. 
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They had us right where they wanted us then, and so they fed us their food and they 
fed us their bullshit and that’s where the Tiwi life and values of family started to 
unravel. My aminay Louis could see what was going to happen, but he was helpless to 
put a stop to it.   
 
Another decision of the missionaries was allowing researchers to study us like 
exhibits in a zoo. Nobody asked us if we wanted it and none of the research was of 
any benefit or consequence to us either, but now the hard part of taming us was over 
and we were behaving like good little black fellows our role was to satisfy the 
curiosity of the murrantawi. And so the process of dehumanisation began, from 
human beings we became objects to be researched and interpreted, data collated 
about and longitudinal studies taken ad nauseum.  
 
The first anthropologists to study us was Hermann Klaatsch in 1906 and followed by 
his mate Herbert Basedow in 1911 and then Herbert Spencer in 1912.  C.W. Hart 
arrived in 1928 – 1929 and was followed by Arnold Pilling in 1953 – 1954, and Jane 
Goodale in 1954, 1962, 1980 – 1981 and 1986 – 1987. John Morris was another who 
along with his wife Elaine initially worked on Bathurst Island as a missionary in the 
1960’s but in 1995 and 1996 went on to research the objects of his religious zeal, Us. 
And there have been many more besides in their never-ending quest to define us.   
But has it all been worth it, have the written words of the murrantawi turned out to 
be accurate and respectful representations of the knowledges that we carried in our 
collective memories pre-colonisation? Well I don’t have to think too hard about this.  
No. Beginning with Hart who set the pace, startling discrepancies between the 
written words of the researchers and the spoken words of my family have appeared 
in their books with alarming regularity. For instance, Hart decided that there were 
nine separate bands or sub groups of Tiwi people living on the two islands when the 
murrantawi arrived (Hart C.W.M. 1960) but I know from my aunty Beatrice 
Kerinaiua and aunty Esther Babui that there were fourteen. My aunty Beatrice told 
me this information had been given to Hart and other researchers but for some 
reason which none of us could ever fathom they chose to disregard our Tiwi 
knowledge and use this concocted figure instead. To his credit John Morris did point 
out the anomaly between the number of family groups living on the islands as 
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decided by Hart and the figure given by my aunty Esther Babui who had also told 
Morris as well. But nothing ever came of it and the words of Hart remain.  
 
Hart also wrote the Tiwi of Bathurst Island regarded the inhabited world as their 
own two islands.  Although some scepticism surrounds our ability to travel any great 
distance by water we know that our ancestors did visit the mainland to steal women. 
Despite the currents that flow through the Vernon Islands it would still have been 
possible to island hop to reach the mainland from Melville Island or vice versa. After 
all the longest stretch is only eight kilometres wide along which there are reefs with 
freshwater rising to the surface that would have provided resting points. I have been 
told there is an old dugout canoe in the dense scrub at a beach landing site which is 
filled with water in the Wet season and which was and still is used for drinking water 
when people land there. And according to my mum the call of the Jorrijorringa 
(Blue-winged kookaburra Dacelo leachii) was an indication that the seas were calm 
enough to be navigated safely and this was when women and children could travel by 
sea.  The reefs in this area are still a favourite place to hunt turtle by the men in my 
family, and although they use tinnies with outboard motors nowadays they know 
how to read the variations in the currents and the environment just as our ancestors 
did. So the raids by our men to the mainland shows that we did have a concept of an 
inhabited world beyond our islands.  
 
How Ratuwati was formed further disputes Hart’s supposition. The story goes that 
Mundungkala, an old blind woman was crawling around in the mud with her 
children and as she crawled the sea water moved in behind her to fill in the grooves 
that she’d made in the mud, thus creating the islands. And even though we didn’t 
know about shifting tectonic plates and glacial maxims this clearly demonstrates that 
we knew Ratuwati wasn’t always there and that rising sea levels made our islands. 
And then of course there were the memories given to me by my old aunties about 
coming from somewhere else.  
 
Hart also claimed that visitors to the Tiwi shores … were not Tiwi and hence not real 
people, or at least not human enough to share the islands with the chosen people 
who owned them. But where did Hart get this from because it wasn’t Us. As animists 
we were at one with our environment and did not place ourselves in an exalted 
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position above plants, animals or other humans. We have a story from long ago of a 
Macassan man Murugulakui who lived peacefully at Tangiyaw until he passed away 
and his bones were scattered by dingoes. I will never know if his was a Macassan 
name or one bestowed upon him by my family, but calling this person by a name 
shows that there was an acceptance of him as a “real” human being and not only did 
we choose not to kill him but we lived on peaceful terms with him and we’ve 
remembered him and passed his story on. So we didn’t consider ourselves the chosen 
people at all, which considering the two missions on our islands has a disgustingly 
biblical ring to it. It’s quite clear that Hart was making a parallel between Moses and 
his chosen people and Bishop Gsell and his chosen people. Unfortunately for us 
Bishop Gsell’s decision to make us his chosen people was backed up by his church 
and by the Australian government and we had no hope at all.   
 
The researchers also like to point out that there was no organised warfare between 
the “islanders” if there was a threat from outsiders (Hart et al 1960, Morris 2001). 
But we had no organised warfare because Tiwi society consisted of small family 
groups not large settlements like those of the Zulus or Maoris who lived under a 
hierarchical structure and who had well trained and organised warriors to keep their 
enemies at bay. It’s annoying that lumping all black races together in the same basket 
and not respecting their diversities and cultural differences has been another 
common practice of researchers. According to my family we didn’t get involved in 
business on other parts of Ratuwati that didn’t directly concern us because if 
someone in my family wanted to tell someone on Melville Island something it took 
three or four days to walk across Bathurst Island to where Nguiu or Wurrumiyanga is 
located now. After waiting for the tide to be right before crossing over to the other 
island there was the two or three-day trek to reach the other family groups to pass on 
the information. And even on Bathurst Island the nearest family group at Wurangku 
is a few hours walk away so by the time you got there and back with help any 
incidents would have been well and truly sorted out. We kept to ourselves on our own 
piece of country except for regular gatherings in the Dry season. These regular and 
big family get togethers is why there were no regional variations in the language or 
the ceremonies, which is something else the researchers can’t seem to get their heads 
around. The other reason we didn’t involve ourselves in organised warfare was 
because we are peaceful people who lived in peaceful accord with the other family 
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groups. And if there was an issue to be resolved with one of our groups we sorted 
them out at the next dry season gathering. This is why when the murrantawi set up 
Fort Dundas on Melville Island from 1824 – 1828 only two men, the store keeper and 
the doctor, were killed during these five years. And this is why we didn’t put up a 
resistance when the missionaries came. As long as they didn’t bother us we let them 
stay where they were, which is the current site of Wurrumiyanga now and which is 
neutral ground where we gathered for ceremonies and meetings. This land wasn’t 
affiliated with any particular family group, if it was there would have been some 
resistance like there was at Fort Dundas. This of course was taken by the 
missionaries as a sign of submission and by the time we worked out what they were 
up to, it was too late to do anything about it. 
 
And the more you read the more you discover that other researchers have reverently 
recycled and perpetuated the discrepancies of Hart in their own works until anything 
relating to Tiwi research has become a murky and incestuous soup of misnomers. I 
don’t know whether to laugh at the absurdity of it all because this stuff is being 
taught in educational institutions all over the world, or to cry because of the blatant 
disregard they showed for the information that we gave them.  
 
But how could this happen? Did they think that our memories couldn’t be relied on 
as they were intangible and subject to human variation and error - not like their 
memories which they stored in books for future reference? Or could our language 
differences and their Eurocentric beliefs have been a barrier to understanding and in 
all sincerity their interpretations were the best they could do? Well I don’t think so. I 
think they were only interested in the quantitative aspects of our existence and not 
what we thought or knew as human beings.  And whatever is said about the Tiwi by 
outsiders, the real experts about Tiwi language, land and people will always be the 
Tiwi people themselves. 
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Part 3. 
Tapini 
(Yesterday) 
 
I never realise how much I miss Tangiyaw until I come back again and see the waves 
crashing on the rocks and the ochre cliffs outlined against a clear blue sky and the 
dazzling white sands of Poanapi. I think of how our ancestors must have sat at 
Yuwalinga looking at the sunset and contemplating those that came before us, just 
like I have always done. Turimpi, the father of my aminay Louis, was born around 
the time when the first murrantawi set up Fort Dundas on Melville Island, so it 
would have been his father Munkara’s generation when there was no-one else but the 
Tiwi being born, living and dying on Ratuwati. But despite the best efforts of the 
murrantawi to destroy our knowledges, some still made their way to me and this 
shows that we are willing and interested custodians of these memories otherwise 
they would never have been passed on. And it was passed on because something 
significant happened that connected us to this particular piece of land and we wanted 
to make sure future generations knew about it too. This put my ancestors in another 
light. Instead of the primitive hunter gatherer scratching out a meagre existence they 
must have had the leisure time to develop a sense of time and place, after all you’d 
hardly be holding on to those memories if you were struggling for survival. And what 
is truly astounding is that this knowledge of coming from somewhere else and the 
formation of Ratuwati, is older than the Roman Empire, the pyramids and Genghis 
Khan by thousands of years. And for all those who came to research us and thought 
that our memories couldn’t be taken seriously, these memories are older than books 
and writing itself.  
 
I have never been very good at hunting and the practical things in life. My head has 
always been full of words so maybe if I had been born in another time I would have 
been a keeper of our knowledges, one of those people that are trusted to carry the 
memories and ensure they get passed on so they are never forgotten. My Tiwi name 
Ponkuwudjumayubruguduwayu (peace boat or peace bringer) tells me this would 
have been so, although my unease about the missionaries and the anthropologists 
invading Ratuwati makes me wonder if it was the right name to give me. Then again 
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maybe my name is all about letting anger go over what has been taken and bringing 
peace with what we still have and what can be reclaimed. The answer to this can only 
be found in the future. But although I don’t know where we’re going, I can certainly 
try and work out where we’ve been and reconstructing our journey to Ratuwati until 
the time of the murrantawi with Tiwi knowledge and scientific facts, is a real good 
place to start. So, although I don’t carry the knowledges that my great great aminay 
Munkara and those before him possessed, as a member of an ancient family of 
Ratuwati the following is my contribution to our Tiwi knowledges.  
 
3.1 The Journey to Ratuwati 
 
3.1.1 The Land – Kapimuwilakeluwarti (The earth we walk on)  
 
About 96 million years the Indo-Australian plate which was joined to Antarctica 
began to separate from the supercontinent of Gondwana and drift north, within that 
great land mass were the future islands of Ratuwati. Eventually from this land mass a 
separate land mass was formed and for the past 43 million years (Sandiford 2007), 
has been going about the business of separating itself from Antarctica and India. This 
new land mass was made up of Australia, New Guinea and of course Tasmania which 
was joined to the Australian mainland at the time. Scientists call this land mass 
Sahul. The nearby region which is comprised of Indonesia and the Indonesian 
Archipelago is called Sunda. 
 
Located in the middle of Sunda and Sahul is a region called Wallacea with the 
western boundary named Huxley running north from the eastern side of Bali up 
between Borneo and Sulawesi and then west across the China Sea before heading 
north again past south east Asia. The eastern boundary named Lydekker starts on the 
northern coast of Western Australia and heads in a northerly direction to the eastern 
end of New Guinea and then east across the top of New Guinea. Wallacea was formed 
50 million years ago (White et al 1937) and is considered to be a floral and faunal 
evolutionary zone between Sunda and Sahul. It was named after Alfred Russell 
Wallace, the man who first recorded this natural barrier in 1860. 
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Figure 1. Location of Wallacea. This region is highly 
volcanic and is part of the tectonic plate that is 
dragging Australia downwards. These boundaries 
have been copied from figure 3.5 “A Prehistory of 
Australia, New Guinea and Sahul” (Data from 
Simpson 1977) 
  
Where Sunda was primarily tropical 
monsoon and home to primates and 
elephants, so Sahul apart from small 
patches of rainforest was much drier 
in climate and home to marsupials 
and macropods. Wallacea the 
intermediary region would have 
been an excellent staging post for ancient travellers to become familiarised with the 
flora of the new land they were about to settle - although the fauna would have been 
another matter. At the time of my migrating ancestors, megafauna still roamed Sahul 
and it has been suggested that megafauna co-existed with humans up to 20,000 
years ago (White et al 1937). Whether they were hunted opportunistically or 
selectively is hard to say but although my ancestors shared the land with them for 
around 30,000 years they were well and truly extinct when Ratuwati became settled. 
No fossils of megafauna have been found on Ratuwati. Yet.  
 
Figure 2. Island of Roti 
situated in Wallacea. 
Although there are 
tropical areas on this 
island, this drier part is 
quite similar to parts of 
the Top End. The western 
approach to Beswick in 
central Arnhemland has a 
very similar landscape to 
this. 
 
Before the end of the last ice age Ratuwati was part of a 1,000 km wide land bridge 
that connected Australia to New Guinea. The ocean depth in this area is between 
50m – 100m which means that for most of its existence some parts of this land 
bridge would not have been much higher than sea level.  
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Figure 3. On this Google Earth map, 
the outline of the ancient 
landbridge although now 
underwater is still clearly visible. 
. 
There have been five ice 
ages in the history of the 
planeti beginning with 
the Huronian Ice Age 
and ending with the 
Quaternary Ice Age, and 
it was during the Quaternary that Ratuwati came into being for the first time. In the 
previous Ice Ages Ratuwati was always part of the Australian land mass. Another 
reason why Ratuwati has only appeared in the last ice age is that the continent has 
been tilting. “Over the past 100 million years, as it (Australia) has drifted towards 
Asia, its leading edge has sunk by nearly 200 metres. It appears Indonesia is very 
slowly drowning and dragging Australia with it” (Sandiford 2007).   
Figure 4. Depth of seas between New 
Guinea and the Top end. Image from the 
NOAA National Center for Environmental 
Information National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration 
 
Before the seas rose to their 
current level the Elizabeth 
River (the river flowing 
through Darwin harbour) 
continued north past the 
western side of Ratuwati and 
not far from the coast of Tangiyaw is a deep river valley. My family have told me that 
Apsley Strait which runs between our Islands is the Adelaide River. A study of this 
river showed that it “has very few paleochannels” and has changed very little over the 
last 6,000 years (Woodroffe et al 1986). In places Apsley Strait still has fresh water 
rising to the surface not only along its channel but to the seas in the north and to the 
south of Ratuwati and in the Clarence Strait. 
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Figure 5. Ancient river systems. 
Map – Google Earth  
 
Ratuwati was 
separated from Coburg 
Peninsula by an 
ancient river system 
that also flowed to the 
north and which is now 
the South and East 
Alligator Rivers. Some Tiwi say the separation was the result of an earthquake and 
this is quite possible (E. Butler 2015, J Whittaker 2015)ii considering that Melville 
Island and Coburg Peninsula are situated on a fault line. All of these ancient river 
systems ran into the Lake Carpentaria drainage basin which flowed east into the 
Arafura sill. This ancient lake was situated on the land bridge far to the east of 
Ratuwati in the present-day Gulf of Carpentaria.   
Around 35,000 – 27,000 years BP Lake Carpentaria was a series of small joined 
freshwater lakes and as sea levels rose it became one large body of water. Pollen 
samples from that period of time show the area was comprised of swampy flood 
plains that experienced extremely high rainfall in the Wet season. Although similar 
to the black soil plains found in Arnhemland and the Gulf of Carpentaria where there 
is sub surface salinity and seasonal drought and waterlogging, the rainfall in this 
region was considerably higher than the amount that falls in Arnhemland and 
Ratuwati. And the closer to New Guinea the higher the rainfall was (Torgersen et al 
1988). Of some significance is the near total absence of New Guinean taxa in this 
area and studies point to a biogeographical and climatic barrier between Australia 
and New Guinea that had existed for around 40,000 years (De Deckker et al 1988). 
The Lake Carpentaria drainage basin flowed eastward through this barrier towards 
the Arafura sill in a shifting network of estuaries (De Deckker et al 1988), so the land 
to the north of Ratuwati was probably largely uninhabitable due to extensive swamps 
that were fed by the massive annual rains. This might explain why the flora and 
fauna of New Guinea didn’t make it across the land bridge and why most of the flora 
and fauna of Ratuwati is consistent with the mainland. 
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Figure 6. Lake Carpentaria 
a) 18,000 years BP when 
sea levels were 112 m 
below current. b) 16,000 
years BP sea levels were 
98m below present, c) 
12,000 years BP and sea 
levels were 80.45m d) 
9,000 years BP when sea 
levels were 37 metres 
below present and e) at 
6,000 years when sea levels 
were 19.5 m below present. 
(Image Y. Yokoyama et al 
2001. Sea levels E Rohling 
2016) 
 
But if there was a 
biogeographical 
barrier the 
hydrology of the 
region is another 
matter as the subterranean ground water that 
supplies Ratuwati originates in the highlands of 
New Guinea. An indicator that the waterways 
between Australia and New Guinea are linked is 
the presence of the Melanotaemia species of fish in 
the waterways of northern Australia, New Guinea 
and the Aru Islands. More commonly referred to as 
Rainbow Fish the progeny of this small freshwater 
fish have evolved into many separate subspecies including one found in the Blythe 
River in Arnhemland that is named after my uncle Otto Campion. The small brown 
freshwater fish called pirrilani that live in Tiwi creeks appear to be the same species 
as the ones in Arnhemland. A study by Mark de Bruyn (2004) on freshwater prawns 
in the Lake Carpentaria Region also points to the waterways on both continents 
being joined.  
 
But Lake Carpentaria wasn’t the only lake in the northern regions. About 200km to 
the west of Ratuwati was a large body of brackish water called Lake Bonaparte. It last 
appeared about 35,000 years ago and by around 12,000 years BP most of this area 
had been covered by sea. 
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Figure 7. Lake Bonaparte over a 12,000-year span. a) 18,000 years BP when sea levels were 112 m below current. b) 16,000 
years BP sea levels were 98m below present, c) 12,000 years BP and sea levels were 80.45m d) 9,000 years ago when sea 
levels were 37 metres below present and d) 6,000 years when sea levels were 19.5 m below present. (Image Y. Yokoyama et 
al 2001. Sea levels E Rohling 2016. 
 
Beach rock (the type of rock 
found in intertidal zones) 
dredged from the sea floor of 
the outer edge of Bonaparte 
Gulf (Y. Yokoyama et al 2001) 
indicate a coastal geography 
existed along that western 
shoreline that is similar to 
that found in the region today. From current day bathymetric readings lake levels 
when sea levels were at their lowest would have ranged in depth between 15m at the 
southern end to 60m at the northern end where it ran into the sea.  
  Figure 8. Location of Tiwi Islands 19,000 
years BP.  Image from the NOAA National 
Center for Environmental Information 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration with my additions of 
distances and shading.  
 
Before the seas began to 
rapidly rise at the end of the 
last ice age, the land that 
Ratuwati is composed of was 
situated approximately 125km inland from the northern coastline and about 450km 
inland from the western coastline. The waters between Ratuwati and the mainland 
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are quite shallow and it only needed a rise of around 25m to be separated from the 
mainland. Using sea level figures provided to me by Eelco Rohling from ANU, 
relative sea level at its lowest point during the year 9,500 BP was 52.669m below 
current levels and at 9,375 BP the seas were 45,967m below present levels. So 
somewhere around 9,250 ± 62.5 years ago Ratuwati began to separate from the 
mainland. At 7,125 years BP sea levels were 27.081m below current levels. At 7,000 
years BP it was 19.447 m below our current levels. So somewhere around 7,063 ± 
62.5 years ago Ratuwati became totally separated from the mainland of Australia. 
When I visit Ratuwati it’s hard to believe that it hasn’t always been there and that it 
was once part of the mainland. The cliffs at Tangiaw would have been sweeping 
escarpments and Apsley Strait would have been a fresh water river where pirrilani 
lived and journeyed through the waterways. Tarntipi would have been forested with 
eucalypts, and not malakini (wild peanut), 
wurakinni (beach vine) and punkaringa 
(paper bark) that are found there today. 
But the waterhole would still have been a 
good place to stop and cool your feet on a 
hot day and sleep in the shade or to lay on 
your back and watch the drifting clouds, 
just like it is now. It’s nice to know that 
some things haven’t changed. 
 
3.1.2 The People - Kapimuwilapaparliwi (Our Ancestors) 
 
It was thought that Homo sapiens was the sole species of human being occupying 
Sunda and Wallacea after Homo erectus, Homo soloensis and Homo floresiensis 
died out. But the DNA sequencing of a 30,000-year-old fragment of a young girl’s 
finger bone found in a cave near Denisova, Siberia in 2010iii (now thought to be 
around 40,000 years old - Professor Alan Cooperiv) revealed that not only was the 
owner a previously undiscovered species but this brown eyed, dark haired and dark 
skinned girl was a direct descendant of Australian Aborigines and New Guineans. 
Further research revealed that we original inhabitants of Australia, including Tiwi, 
have the highest concentration of Homo denisova DNA found in a modern human 
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being of around 4 – 6%. This means that Homo denisova lived in south east Asia and 
interspecies breeding occurred between Homo sapiens and Homo denisova. 
According to Professor Alan Cooper from the University of South Australia;  
 
in mainland Asia, neither ancient human specimens, nor geographically 
isolated modern Indigenous populations have Denisovan DNA of any note, 
indicating that there has never been a genetic signal of Denisovan 
interbreeding in the area (ABC interview by Anna Salleh Friday 18th October 
2013) 
 
Interestingly, gene flow analysis showed that it was Denisovan males who bred with 
Homo sapiens females. This is surprising considering Homo sapiens unsavoury habit 
of exploiting the local women whenever they colonise a new place (Australia is a 
great example of that), so maybe these Homo sapiens women were Denisovan 
trophies of skirmishes between the two species.  
 
Professor Cooper also believes that Homo denisova only lived in Wallacea so if his 
theory is correct the following map is how I think the Denisovans might have 
travelled to Wallacea when sea levels were 100 m lower than they are now. The 
stretch of sea between 
mainland Russia and 
Sakhalin is 50m deep as is 
La Perouse Strait between 
its southern end and 
Hokkaido the northern 
most island of Japan. The 
Korean Strait is 100m deep 
as is the East China Sea. So 
from Siberia the 
Denisovans could have 
walked all the way to Sulawesi in Wallacea.  
Figure 9. Possible route from Denisova in Siberia to Wallacea 
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But however they arrived in Wallacea, the offspring from these Homo denisova and 
Homo sapiens encounters were the ancestors of the Tiwi people and they were also 
the first “boat” people to reach our shores so luckily there was no-one here to turn 
them around and send them back or I mightn’t exist. But why did they leave 
Wallacea at all? It has been suggested that the discoveries of 40 – 48kya BP remains 
of nuts (Pangium edule) and toxic aroids (Alocasia longiloba) at Niah Cave in 
Borneo were an indication that high ranked prey (more protein for less energy 
expended hunting it) was getting scarce and the Wallaceans were having to resort to 
lower ranked food stuffs that required lengthy preparation and processing (O’Connell 
et al 2012). But my mum happily collected, crushed, leached for three or four days 
and then cooked minta (cycas armstrongii – cycad) because she liked it and not 
because she was hungry. I also like the flavour and liked nothing better than helping 
her find and prepare it, so maybe it was just basic human curiosity and not 
desperation and the sparsity of food 
that compelled the Wallaceans to 
seek greener pastures in Sahul. 
 
And it couldn’t have been a random 
guess that there was land to the 
east. Early morning sunrise 
through a smoke haze, and smoke rising hundreds of feet into the atmosphere from 
fires started by lightning on Sahul would have been a sure indication to people living 
in Wallacea that land lay in that direction.  
Figure 9. Moderate –resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) image of smoke from the Black Saturday fires drifting 
across the Tasman to New Zealand. A distance of over 2,000km.  
But how far could the curious have strained their eyes to the east with the hopes of 
glimpsing the burning source of the smoke? Using the formula d = 3.57√h (where d 
is the distance to the horizon and h is the height of the observer above sea level), if 
you were standing on a beach 3m above sea level looking directly at the horizon and 
you were 1.7m or 5 feet 7 inches tall (the height of Java Man excavated at Trinil, 
central Java in August 1891) you would be able to see a distance of 7.74 km (this 
equation doesn’t take the curvature of the earth or the refractive index of gases in the 
atmosphere into account).  
d = 3.57 x √3m above sea level + 1.7 height of man (or woman) 
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d = 3.57 x √4.7 
d = 3.57 x 2.168 
d = 7.74 km 
So applying the same formula, if a 1.7 m tall person happened to be standing upright 
and wetting their toes on the lapping shoreline of a Timorese beach 20,000 years ago 
while gazing thoughtfully to the east, and a smoke column from a fire burning on the 
western edge of Sahul 155 km away was spiralling 1 km and more into the 
atmosphere on a thermal updraft, it would have been visible to their naked eye.  
 
Sailing around the Wallacean islands was one thing but if anybody wanted to keep 
heading east from Wallacea, the only option was to cross the open sea. The first 
seafarers might have been travelling by log or bamboo raft and possibly without a 
sail, a bit like Ian Fairweather the artist who set off from Darwin by raft on the night 
of the 29th of April 1952 
with enough dried bread 
to last him ten days and 
arrived on the island of 
Roti sixteen days later. 
Completely at the whim 
of the ocean currents he 
travelled over eight 
hundred kilometres and 
lived to tell the tale.  
 
Figure 11. The shortest route to Sahul 
 
Although some travellers chose the northern route into New Guinea which also 
entailed crossing a passage of sea over 90 km, the shortest route to Sahul was from 
Roti while the average distance from any point along the Timorese coastline directly 
to Sahul without any stops on the way 20,000 years ago when the seas were 125 -m 
130 m lower than today, was around 155 km.  
 
Just as the Macassans used the seasonal trade winds and ocean currents to carry 
their proas to the Australian coastline to harvest trepang, so too must the early 
travellers from Wallacea have discovered the use of the winds and currents and used 
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them to their advantage as well. Although the seafarers would have been subject to 
the vagaries of the environment, the view that early man made it to Sahul by accident 
when their flimsy bark rafts were blown off course by storms is typical of the belief 
that early humans were nothing more than unintelligent savages and we really need 
to give these intrepid explorers more credit for what they achieved. 
 
This knowledge of wind and currents, which may well have been handed down to the 
Macassans from ancient times, was no trivial matter. During December to April the 
ocean currents flow in a south westerly direction from Indonesia to Australia with 
average speeds between 0.6 – 1.2 knots. From November to June the currents change 
direction and during November and May there are periods of transition where 
currents change direction and then increase in speed by up to 3 times faster 
(Tomczak 2002). So over a distance of 155km at a rate of 1.852 km/h (1 knot) 
travellers could have covered a distance of 83.7 km on a good day.  These periods of 
transition vary from year to year and it appears that Fairweather’s voyage was on the 
edge one of these transitional periods as his average speed was 30km/h slower than 
he might otherwise have achieved if he’d sailed at a more opportunistic time.  
Figure 12. Indonesian Ocean Currents October 2014. Currents are flowing away from Australia. Red are the fastest currents, 
yellow are medium and green are the slowest currents. 
https://worldgeographyindonesia.worldpress.com/2014/10/14ocean-currents-of-indonesia/feed/ 
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So if the travellers could travel at a rate of 83.7 km per day the trip would have taken 
two days when Sahul and Wallacea were at their closest. With current sea levels a 
similar trip from Timor to Northern Australia today would take about 10 days. But 
how many new arrivals did we need to found a population? Simulation studies 
suggest that for each of the modern day genetic haplogroups to become established 
on Sahul several separate groups arriving around the same time would have been 
required. Each group would have needed at least 5-10 women of reproductive age, 
and be located near at least one other group to facilitate the exchange of genes (J.H 
Moore 2001). Numbers like these suggest that trips were planned because people 
wouldn’t have loaded up so many breeding age females if they didn’t think they were 
going to successfully make their voyage. And if they were planned then at least one 
person would have made the return journey to tell people what lay beyond the 
eastern horizon. It has been estimated that the population of Sahul by the last glacial 
maxim 20,000 years ago was around 47,000 people (J.R. Gautney et al 2014), if this 
was the case then this points to a consistent and well organised migration of people 
from Wallacea.  I think my first ancestors that arrived in Sahul were family groups 
and not a random boatload of people. They wouldn’t have been a group of strangers 
who had hitched a ride in a boat together, they must have been people who knew 
each other. But when would my Tiwi ancestors have arrived in Sahul? The chart 
below shows that 20,000, 48,000, 64,000 and 140,000 – 144,000 years BP were the 
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most ideal times to cross to Sahul as sea levels were at their lowest, around 120 m 
below the present.  
 
Figure 13. Sea Levels 0 - 150,000 years BP. Figures courtesy of Eelco Rohling  
 
Of course this is not to say that migration didn’t occur at times when sea levels were 
higher but the lower the sea level and distance travelled, the higher the odds of 
reaching your destination in one piece were increased.  
 
Although we can speculate about our origins our DNA doesn’t lie. Studies of 
Indigenous Australian Y-Chromosomes revealed that the K-M526, S-P308 and C-
M347 haplogroups (a combination of alleles at different chromosome regions that 
are closely linked and belong to a single line of descent) were exclusively indigenous 
Australian (Nagle et al 2016) and all of these Australian haplogroups (Hgs) are 
descended from the C-M130 Hg which 
is completely absent in Africa. So this 
proves that all modern indigenous 
Australians, including Tiwi, share a 
common ancestry because there was 
no other racial group previously living 
in Australia. These Hgs mutated and 
evolved after the first humans arrived 
in Sahul.  
 
The highest frequency of K-M526 was 
found in Victorian males. The low 
amount of haplotype sharing in this 
haplogroup suggests great antiquity 
and it came into Australia via New Guinea when it was still joined to Australia. It is 
descended from the M-P256 Hg which has the highest frequency in the highlands of 
New Guinea (Vandenberg et al 1999)v and which was believed to have appeared there 
between 32,000 and 47,000 years ago.  
Figure 14. My interpretation of the migration of Haplogroups around Australia 
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Also descended from the M-P256 Hg, is the S-P308 Hg. The highest frequency was 
found in South Australian males although it was also found in the Northern Territory 
as well. These particular Territorian males were not part of the main M-P256 
migration from New Guinea that headed down the east coast suggesting a single 
separate migration of this group. So maybe these people arrived in Cape York and 
headed west around the southern end of Lake Carpentaria before heading south. This 
Hg is at least 37,000 years old with an exceptionally high frequency in the Walpiri of 
Central Australia. The highest frequency of C-M347 was found in the Northern 
Territory and the descendants of this Hg were thought to have migrated to Sahul at 
least 44,000 years ago. There is also a sub-haplogroup C-DYS390.1del thought to 
have originated in Arnhemland.  
 
Apart from establishing our closest relatives both past and present, this study of the 
Indigenous Australian Y-Chromosome supports there being a number of separate 
migrations, and more than one route for males entering Australia, namely south east 
Asia and New Guinea. It also points to the modern day population of Indonesians 
arriving from a later migration as the group tested from Nusa Tenggara had a 1% 
proportion of the C-M130 haplogroup which based on the 4-6% Denisovan DNA 
found in Indigenous Australians and New Guineans, and the 2% Neanderthal DNA 
found in all homo sapiens outside of Africa, suggests that the population that chose 
to stay behind was relatively small.  
 
Although the land bridge between Australia and New Guinea could have provided an 
access point from the north, the age of the C-M347 Hg in northern Australia and its 
absence in New Guinea suggests that there was no contact between these two regions 
over the landbridge. So not only was the 40,000-year-old Lake Carpentaria region a 
climatic and biogeographical barrier to New Guinean plants and animals reaching 
Australia but it was also a barrier to the people as well. Being largely swampy and 
mosquito ridden, I am not surprised why. Interestingly Indigenous Australians are 
more closely related to the New Guinean highlanders than they are to the New 
Guineans from the coastal regions (van Holst Pellekaan 2006), so the coastal 
inhabitants must have been from later migrations. And although Indigenous 
Australians and New Guineans share the highest percentage of Denisovan DNA in 
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the world, this proves that Homo denisova never made it out of Wallacea and the 
distribution of this DNA occurred only in Wallacea prior to our migration to our 
separate destinations.  
 
Another study on Y-Chromosome microsatellite diversity of Australian Aboriginals 
(Walsh et al 2007) determined that we Tiwi are genetically more closely related to 
the people of west Arnhemland than east Arnhemland, while the east Arnhemlanders 
are more closely related to the people of Groote Eylandt. And to support these 
findings analysis of fingerprint patterning also shows that the Gunwinggu from West 
Arnhem and Tiwi are grouped together and differ from the east Arnhem finger 
pattern intensity index (PII). But within this group the Tiwi are in the same 
neighbour-joining tree as the Malak-Malak of the Daly River region and the 
Murrinh-patha of Port Keats or Wadeye (Walsh et al 2007). So this difference in 
microsatellite diversity and fingerprints between the West and East Arnhem groups 
shows there were at least 
two separate major 
migrations into the Top 
End of the Northern 
Territory.  
 
But did the Gunwinggu 
group come first and then 
a family group broke 
away to become the 
descendants of the Tiwi, or did the Tiwi group come first and then the Gunwingguan 
family broke away? I think the Tiwi came first because my aunties said we came not 
from the east or the south, but from the west. We came from the place of the setting 
sun. 
Figure 15. Location of Nauiyu Nambiyu, Wadeye and Gunbalanya  
So when did my Tiwi ancestors get here? Genetic research indicates that no major 
new migrations occurred after 42-50kya BP (Williams 2013). So this means that the 
majority of the migrations would have occurred when sea levels were between 90 – 
100 m below their current depth, the distance from Wallacea to Sahul would have 
been around 300km and the journey would have taken approximately 3 - 4 days.  
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Occupation of Madjedbebe 27km south west of Gunbalanya in Arnhemland has been 
dated to 52,000 ± 11,000 – 63,000 ± 13,000 years BP and archaeological surveys 
(Clarkson et al 2015) show it 
to have been a place of 
continuous occupation from 
those times. This excavation 
also revealed that the stone 
tools used in the lowest 
occupation differed from the 
times of later occupation with 
a 40,000-year-old ground 
edge axe as one of the finds (Clarkson et al, Geneste et al 2012).  
 
This axe is also considered to be the oldest of its type in the world (Geneste et al 
2012). The nearby site of Nauwalabila revealed a similar history of occupation 
(Clarkson 2015).   
 
Figure 16. Madjedbebe 
Excavation of the Madjedbebe site also revealed seventeen graves and red ochre 
found on a grinding stone (Lowe et al 2014) which indicates that this was a 
ceremonial and not a family place. The terrain is also too difficult for families to 
move about comfortably 
and they were probably 
living where they are now, 
in the plains between the 
escarpment and the sea 
where water and food has 
always been in 
abundance.  So why didn’t 
the Tiwi group head off into Arnhemland like the rest of our family? Why did my 
Tiwi ancestors hang around the north west for tens of thousands of years until the ice 
in the Northern hemisphere melted and the seas rose and we were cut off from the 
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world on Ratuwati? As our DNA shows, we weren’t a separate migration so there 
must have been a good reason to stay. Excavations at Madjedbebe revealed the bones 
of fish, turtles, medium sized lizards, brush tailed possums, wallabies, crabs and 
shellfish commonly found in mangroves such as Cerithidea sp. P. coaxans, T. 
telescopium and Nerita sp (Clarkson et al 2015).   
Figure 17. Left -Cerithidea sp. Right T Telescopium. 
 
These are all found on Ratuwati today so maybe we didn’t need to roam in search of 
food as it was plentiful and we had everything we needed right there so we stayed. 
 
So how did we actually get to Ratuwati? There are two possibilities. 1. We were 
already living on the piece of land that was to become Ratuwati. Over time we found 
ourselves cut off from the mainland by rising sea levels. Or 2. We were possibly 
settled on the shores of Lake Bonaparte. As the seas rose we knew the sea lay to the 
west so we were forced to move east until we reached the higher land that was 
subsequently surrounded by sea and which became Ratuwati.  
Figure 18. A 12,000-year span of rising sea levels. a) 18,000 years BP when sea levels were 112 m below current. c) 12,000 
years BP and sea levels were 80.45m d) 9,000 years ago when sea levels were 37 metres below present and d) 6,000 years 
when sea levels were 19.5 m below present. (Image Y. Yokoyama et al 2001. Sea levels E Rohling 2016. 
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From these two possibilities I think scenario 2 is the most likely because if my 
aunties say we came from the west then this might literally mean we came from the 
west of Ratuwati itself. Lake Bonaparte was about 22o km directly west from 
Tangiaw and in between were  
escarpments, valleys, flood plains, rivers and lakes. And somewhere beneath those 
shallow seas today lay the ancient sites of our occupation, places where the women 
foraged for shellfish and yams, where our kids played and the men knapped stone 
knives and scrapers. Beneath those seas are the places of birthing and healing and 
our graves. But those 
places belong to the 
sea now.  
In Wallacea, the 
social organisation 
was probably 
hierarchical because 
we are primates and 
this is the social 
structure of larger 
groups of primates no 
matter what species 
they are and no matter 
where they live in the 
world. This system is 
still in existence today 
in this region. But 
when people left 
Wallacea the 
dynamics of the hierarchical system would have needed to change because the 
groups were now smaller and everyone had to start looking out for each other as the 
survival of each person in the small group meant the odds of survival for everyone 
was increased. Small numbers negated the need for one person to be in charge and 
an egalitarian society meant a greater chance of survival for everyone and not a 
chosen few. Survival in a hierarchical structure depends on the strength of the 
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individual and not the strength of the group, but within a kinship structure it’s the 
strength of the group that counts. And this is where a kinship structure suited the 
needs of the small group much better because the kinship structure eliminated the 
need for social climbing and forming alliances to wrest power from the more 
powerful. In a kinship structure if you didn’t observe your social obligations, then 
you had the whole group to answer to and not one person.  
 
So what a beautiful system the kinship structure is and not only did it ensure that 
everyone was taken care of but it proved so successful that it is still operating today. 
Even though the numbers of Tiwi people have increased exponentially since our first 
settlement the kinship system has accommodated this expansion, and the reason for 
this is because we have always belonged to the one social group and one family. So 
what a journey my ancestors embarked on when they crossed seas and settled new 
lands and made them our home. And this journey was not only about the people but 
it was a journey for our spoken words as well. And these words kept those memories 
alive until they finally got to me all those thousands of years later.  
 
3.1.3 The Language - Kapimuwilanemara (Our Words) 
 
The Tiwi language as it was spoken prior to the arrival of the murrantawi was a 
language whose development was largely facilitated by its geography and by 
generations of creative Tiwi minds. Physically isolated from the mainland of 
Australia for over 7,000 years it has taken 282 generations of Tiwi speakers (if a 
generation is 25 years) to shape and refine our words until it has become the 
language that we know today.  
Indigenous Australian languages are classified as non Pama Nyungan and Pama 
Nyungan and both groups share morphological and lexical similarities within those 
categories. They were named after the Pama language from Cape York and the 
Nyungar language from Western Australia. The Pama Nyungan languages extend 
from the Torres Strait down to Victoria and then across into Western Australia while 
the non Pama Nyungan languages are located on the coast of the Northern Territory 
and the northern Kimberleys. It is highly likely that the Tasmanian languages are 
also Pama Nyungan as this distribution of languages follows the spread of people 
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from New Guinea down the east 
coast into Tasmania when both 
land masses were joined to the 
mainland of Australia. Tiwi is 
considered to be a non Pama 
Nyungan language and as the 
Northern coastline was the first 
region to be inhabited in Sahul 
then the ancestor language of 
Tiwi would be among the oldest 
in the continent. 
 
Figur
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n Pama Nyungan and Pama Nyungan are descended from two different paths, an 
Indonesian path (non Pama Nyungan) and a New Guinean path (Pama Nyungan). 
But New Guinean languages and the 726 modern Indonesian languages are classified 
as Austronesian while Australian languages are not. This is because the ancestors of 
the Austronesian people spread from the Chinese mainland and Taiwan about 8,000 
years ago, (Bellwood 1997) as explained by the low presence of the ancient C-M130 
haplogroup in their DNA. From there seafaring migrations (Diamond 2000) took 
them to the regions shown in Figure 26 about 6,000 years ago (Blust 1999).  
Linguists consider Tiwi to be an isolate or a language that has no genealogical links 
to other languages, but it has ancient roots in south east Asia because that’s where we 
originally came from.  
Figure 20. Australian languages 
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Figure 21. Tiwi family groups as determined by the Tiwi Land Council in 1979 
 
My aunty Beatrice and my maningaw (maternal grandmother) Tuwatayinga (who 
had never set foot on Melville Island even though it was only 800 m across Apsley 
Strait), told me that Tiwi people have only ever spoken the one language. This is 
absolutely correct because otherwise there would have been regional versions or 
dialects of our language between the two islands and during the thousands of years of 
separation from the mainland and this just didn’t happen.  
And this further indicates that our different family groups kept in close contact with 
each other despite the distances between them. On the 7th of February 1979 when the 
Tiwi Land Council was formed, the fourteen family groups merged into twelve with 
the amalgamation of Arankitarri into the Wulirankuwu and Kujatampi into the 
Murnupi. The land mass of Bathurst Island is 2,071 km² and Melville Island is 5,697 
km², a total of 7,768km², so it was no mean feat for these groups to maintain this 
linguistic accord for over seven thousand years.  
The linguist C.R Osborne who first compiled the Tiwi language in 1970 for his PhD 
believed that Tiwi was of Aboriginal stock, if so then is this “Aboriginality factor” 
part of the Wallacean language structure that we brought with us? And is this 
“factor” what makes the non Pama Nyungan languages so different from the Pama 
Nyungan ones? Gunwinggu and other west Arnhemland languages such as Burarra 
and Rembarranga are non Pama Nyungan along with Murrinh-patha and the 
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languages from the Daly River region. As we all have a common ancestry it comes as 
no great surprise that our language has a common ancestry as well. But interestingly 
Yolngu in north eastern Arnhemland is a Pama Nyungan language and according to 
Gutzman (see above), so is Andilyakwa from Groot Eylandt. Also according to 
Osborne; 
  
… the Tiwi language … differs very considerably from the languages of the 
nearby mainland. On the lexical level especially, the dissimilarity is almost 
total as there are virtually no lexical cognates. This degree of lexical 
dissimilarity suggests a very long period of isolation from mainland 
languages  
 
Well Osborne was right there, the Tiwi language had been isolated for a long period 
of time and the changes shouldn’t be a surprise if you look at what has happened to 
the English language since Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales which were written 
around 550 years ago. Here is the last verse in this epic and my own translation. 
 
This is to seyne I wol be yours evere, 
Though ye me slee by Crueltee your foo 
Algate my spirit shal never dissevere 
From youre servise for any peyne or woo. 
Sith ye be ded – allas that hyt is soo – 
 
Thus for your deth I may wel wepe and 
pleyne 
With herte sore and ful of besy peyne 
 
 
This is to say I will be yours ever 
Though you me slay by cruelty your ? 
? my spirit shall never dissever 
From your service for any pain or 
woo 
Should you be dead – allas that hurt 
is so 
Thus for your death I may well weep 
and plain 
With heart sore and full of busy pain 
 
Although recognisable as English, the differences are quite significant, but this isn’t 
because people set out to deliberately change the language, this has come about 
because of how people have personally used it. Over time minor differences become 
major ones as more people make and adopt variations. And this is what happened to 
the Tiwi language as well. But apart from its isolation and the individual changes 
there are other reasons why the Tiwi language has been one of constant change. 
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Although, the practice of renaming of all the children when a widow remarried and 
not using words associated with someone who has died (this is not exclusive to Tiwi - 
an ancient remnant of a shared past perchance), the creation of a new vocabulary for 
anything or anyone associated with the departed would have ensured that the Tiwi 
language was a continuously revolving door of words.  
 
In my lifetime the Tiwi that I had been taught to speak has undergone significant 
lexical and structural changes and is now considered to be “old Tiwi”. But this isn’t to 
be confused with the Tiwi that was only used in ceremonies which was obviously an 
even older remnant of our language. In addition to that the younger generation have 
started speaking a form of Tiwi “creole” that is comprised of many anglicised and 
mispronounced words while the sentence structure of the language has undergone 
significant changes as well. I suspect otitis media which is rife among children in the 
Tiwi communities and causing huge deafness and hearing loss is the cause of much 
of the disintegration of the language.  
 
But despite the speed of the changes that have taken place in the Tiwi language 
during the last generation the language has always been changing and probably 
always will. It is no less a language now that it was a thousand years ago, it has only 
been evolving to suit our circumstances just like languages always do. When you 
consider the myriad numbers of permutations and combinations of letters required 
to keep the language continuously on the move, it would have been quite a challenge 
and I am just in awe of the creative energies that went into word making in times 
gone by. Thought to have the most complex verb structure of any of the Australian 
languages and ripe with verb spaces, prefixes and suffixes, Tiwi is definitely not a 
language for the faint hearted if you were considering learning a new one. The Sapir-
Whorf hypothesis (1929) maintains that the structure of a language determines or 
greatly influences the modes of thought and behaviour characteristics of the culture 
in which it is spoken. If this is true then the complicated nature of the Tiwi language 
must be a reflection of the amazing Tiwi minds that created a language beyond 
compare. The Tiwi language is a supple and sinuous thing and changes will continue 
to occur for as long as the language is alive, So Tiwi what a language! May it live on.  
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Part 4. 
Ratuwati kapimuwilatangarima 
(Ratuwati our home) 
 Figure 22. Great aminay Turimpi centre with his sons my aminays Mariano (right) and Domenico (left) 
If there were two things I could do, one would be to go back in time to when my 
ancestors first set their bare feet on Australian soil and saw their beautiful new land, 
and the other would be see Ratuwati when it first became our home. What special 
moments they would have been. But I can’t go back in time, all I can do is imagine 
how it might have been. We were the first to occupy our two islands and make it our 
home. We were the first to walk on the beaches that were created by the rising seas 
and to watch the sun set over our beautiful country. Many generations of children 
have been born and lived their lives in this splendid seclusion until it was time for 
them to return to the Tiwi earth and nourish it with their bones. And through it all, 
right on down the ages ran a golden thread of words and these words shaped us and 
made us who we are today.  
And how amazing is it that an 
old family memory of how our 
islands came into being is still 
intact over 7,000 years later. 
This a testament to our interest 
with our past and the resilience 
of our memories and the 
knowledge that we have carried 
with us for millennia. This is 
indicative of the spirit that our 
ancestors carried in their hearts 
as they journeyed through Sunda and Wallacea to Sahul and then finally to our home 
of Ratuwati.  
 
I didn’t have the joy of knowing Ratuwati without the murrantawi like Munkara my 
great great aminay and the father of Turimpi did. And knowing the devastation they 
have wreaked over the last 100 years I’ve sometimes been afraid that the murrantawi 
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will completely erase our past forever. But when I worry like that I have to remember 
how we made it to Ratuwati and why we are still here. The immortal words of my 
kinsman Wuraputuwai always brings me back to reality and makes me remember 
that as long as one Tiwi person is alive so our knowledges will live on. 
 
“Ngawa karlu ngematamwari pili ngawa karlu murrantawamari. Ngawa 
nginta Tiwi. Ngawa tuniwuwi. Nuatu murrantawi nua ngemperimi 
murranta. Nua ngemperimi murrunta murrantawi ngawa tuniwiwu 
waiyana? Waiya ngemperemungerumi ngemperemungerumi waiyana? 
Karekuwani ngawa jimataaminta Hey! Tepamwari nilipamwari joi jit 
arnungkwa. Karekuwani. Karekuwani ngawa jimangiwintawuntalamiwi. 
Karlu ngentematawuntali.”  
 
“We shall never give it up because we are not white people. We are Tiwi. We 
are black people. You white people live in a white man’s way. You live in a 
white man’s way, you white people. We are black people. Now then? Now do 
you understand? Do you understand now? No one can say to us “Hey! Leave 
off! Give up your dancing!”. Definitely not. No one. No one will ever make us 
stop. We shall never stop.” (Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Studies. Archival material from C.R. Osbornes field trip 1974)  
 
Although all of the old people mentioned have passed on, I use their names with the 
deepest respect and hope they forgive my lapse in Tiwi protocol of not speaking the 
names of those who are pukamani. Rest in peace my beautiful ancestors each and 
every one of you, and I thank you for your knowledge that led me on this tantalising 
path of discovery. Pongki mamantawi! (peace and love to my family) 
 
Section 2: EXEGESIS 
 
Part 1: Introduction  
 
My practice led research project is about how our ancient Tiwi knowledges defined us 
both before and after murrantawi (white men) came to our Islands. My project 
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consists of a creative piece entitled Tarntipi and this exegesis, with a 75% - 25% 
arrangement of creative piece to exegesis. Based on personal knowledge and events 
and rendered through imagination and scientific fact, the creative piece guided the 
direction and content of the research exegesis which I organised under three 
categories, The Land, The People and The Language.  Tarntipi the creative piece 
consists of four separate but interconnected parts: Pari, Murrantawi, Tapini and 
Ratuwati kapimuwilatangarima.  
 
My methodology consists of a number of different yet complimentary approaches 
which includes Immersion, Descriptive, Evaluative, Ethnogenic, Cultural, Personal 
Interpretive and Participant Observer, and these methodologies all come under the 
aegis of a Tiwi Knowledges framework. In addition to English I have used the Tiwi 
language in both creative piece and exegesis as I am presenting this project from a 
Tiwi perspective and apart from it being my fourth language before English and one 
that I am comfortable using, it gives my writing a deeper a cultural context. Tarntipi 
the creative piece will later be translated into Tiwi and made into books at the 
Wurrumiyanga Literacy Centre for each of the family groups on Ratuwati. As Tiwi 
has only been a written language for forty-two years since 1975, this translation will 
contain some English words as there are no precise translations of geological terms 
such as glacial maxim or tectonic plate, or concepts such as axiology or ontology.  
 
Part 1 Pari (wake up from sleep) is about my memories of living on Tarntipi beach 
for six months with my then five-year-old daughter. Like most profound events in my 
life living on Tarntipi wasn’t planned but it ended up being a time of great learning 
that has shaped how I see the world. But this wasn’t apparent at the time, it was only 
afterwards that I realised how important it had been. This period of time showed me 
that the old ones who have passed on can still teach you and protect you, as my 
aminay (grandfather) did with the crocodile at Kiluwaya Jerrekepai and as I 
discovered when I was teaching my daughter about our Tiwi plants and their 
medicinal and domestic uses. And without the constant background hum of western 
life to distract me I reconnected with the old knowledges through the awakening of 
my instincts which my mum told me are genetic memories passed on at birth from 
those who came before. 
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Part 2 Murrantawi (white man - collective) is about the misinterpretation of our 
culture and knowledges and the misrepresentation of us by the anthropologists who 
have been studying us for over 100 years. This has resulted in an inaccurate body of 
research being presented to the world that is being read by individuals and taught in 
educational institutions all over the world. Some examples of this will be presented 
in my Literature Review and some have been discussed previously in Part 2 of my 
creative piece. Tiwi people need to reclaim ownership of this information and re-
present it either orally which is in keeping with our ancient tradition of passing on 
knowledge, or in the written form. We need to do this because we have always been 
the custodians of this knowledge. It belongs to us.  
 
Part 3 Tapini (Yesterday) is about how we came to live on Ratuwati. Through 
research I have supplemented our old Tiwi knowledge systems with existing 
scientific, genetic and linguistic information about the three main aspects of my 
research, the Land, us as a People and our Language. Initially my research was going 
to be about the Tiwi language where my focus was on the lexical changes to the 
language as it has changed considerably in my own lifetime. But it soon became 
apparent that the language has always been changing and probably always will. It 
was no less a language now than it was five hundred years ago, I then shifted my 
focus to the evolution of the language before realising that the language could not be 
investigated as a separate entity because just like the physical landscape of the Tiwi 
Islands and the original inhabitants who live on it, the language is just one part of the 
many aspects of who we are. And because it has evolved to suit our changing 
circumstances just like languages always do, it was a fundamental signpost to the 
past. The evolution of the Tiwi language is the evolution of the Tiwi people and to 
know our past is to know how we became a part of this living landscape, so from 
there I expanded my research to cover the Land and the People as well.  
 
And Part 4 Ratuwati kapimuwilatangarima (Ratuwati our home) is the end of our 
journey to Ratuwati and a recognition of the knowledges that were passed on to me. 
Despite being brought up in a western world, I was never really aware that my family 
possessed knowledges that were unique to them. But living at Tarntipi made me see 
the world differently and it was only then that I understood that I had been a 
recipient of this knowledge for years, I just hadn’t realised what was going on. Unlike 
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the western education system where I went to school to learn about western 
knowledge, my learning on Ratuwati took place every waking moment of my day 
whereby different localised 
knowledges that had been created and 
fine-tuned by centuries of use were 
placed into my care through thought, 
word or deed. These knowledges 
explained our place in the Tiwi world 
and how we live in harmony with it, 
and they taught me respect for those who came before and passed this knowledge on. 
And it doesn’t stop here with me or my children, it is a fundamental Tiwi precept that 
this knowledge will continue to flow on through us and into the future enriching all 
who come to share it and keep it safe.   
 
Part 2: Literature Review  
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
Until now Tiwi knowledges have only been written about by murrantawi not Tiwi, 
and these have mainly been in the form of the anthropology, the geology and the 
taxonomy of the Islands. This literature review therefore will focus on Tiwi 
knowledges and the relationship between them and the knowledges created by the 
murrantawi about us. It will follow the same format as part 3 in Tarntipi where I 
have discussed the Land, the People and the Language.  
 
 
2.2 The Land 
 
For this section I have used both books and papers that discuss the geology of 
Ratuwati, the north-western part of the Northern Territory, the land bridge that 
connected Australia to New Guinea, and the paleo rivers and lakes that existed when 
the sea levels were much lower. Although our Tiwi knowledges cannot tie the 
formation of Ratuwati to a natural event such as Haley’s comet or a volcanic 
explosion, our story of Mundungkala creating Ratuwati and the knowledge of ancient 
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burial grounds off the coast of Tangiyaw does concur with scientific facts about rising 
sea levels forming our Islands and covering once exposed land that joined Ratuwati 
to Australia.  
 
My main source of information on rising sea levels was Professor Eelco J. Rohling, 
the Associate Director of the Department of Ocean and Climate Geoscience of the 
Research School of Earth Sciences ANU (2016). The initial spreadsheet information 
included the figures for each thousand years of sea level at their highest and lowest 
points and broken down into quarters which I converted into a number of graphs 
using Excel software. From this data I could ascertain when Ratuwati separated from 
the mainland and when travellers may have migrated from Wallacea to Sahul. It also 
told me how many times Ratuwati had been in existence over the last 492,000 years 
and from that I could ascertain when Ratuwati was first inhabited.  
 
 Geomorphological Dynamics and Evolution of The South Alligator Tidal River and 
Plains, Northern Territory by Woodroffe et al (1986) provided me with information 
about the paleo rivers that flowed through and past Ratuwati 20,000 years BP and 
which are still in existence both on land and on the ocean floor.  
 
From a video provided by Dr Joanne Whittaker (University of Tasmania, Faculty of 
Science, Engineering and Technology, School of Ecology and Biology) (2016) I 
established time scales in relation to sea level rises. My work with this video data also 
led me to discover Lake Bonaparte; previously I had erroneously assumed that the 
area to the west of Ratuwati 20,000 years ago was all solid land so it was interesting 
to find out that a large part of it was actually occupied by a brackish lake about 200 
kilometres west of Tangiyaw. This lake which disappeared around 12,000 years ago 
because of rising seas was also in the direction where my aunties pointed to and said 
we came from out that way. As it takes three to four days to cross Bathurst Island at a 
steady pace, a distance of about 75km, it would have been a leisurely two weeks walk 
away and my ancestors would no doubt have spent time in and around its shores 
before being forced on to higher ground when the seas rose.  
 
The Bathymetric Data Viewer of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, U.S Department of Commerce (2016) was used for calculating ocean 
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depth around Ratuwati and in the place where the land bridge between Australia and 
New Guinea once existed. I also used this data for visualising what the landscape 
looked like 20,000 years ago when the seas were at their shallowest and where 
Ratuwati was then situated, further I used it to plot the course of the paleo rivers. 
This bathymetric data also revealed that Melville Island was never joined to the 
Coburg Peninsula when sea levels were at their lowest, instead the East and South 
Alligator Rivers were one and flowed through the region bisecting the land until it 
reached the runoff from Lake Carpentaria in the east. The waters from this river and 
the ones that flowed between Bathurst and Melville Islands and past Tangiyaw all 
drained into the Arafura Sea. The course of these rivers can still be traced today by 
the freshwater whirlpools that rise to the surface of the sea, some of them well out of 
sight of land, and which are used as staging points by the men in my family when 
hunting turtles.  
 
My next step was to ascertain through research the possible route that my ancestors 
took to reach Sahul, the scientific term for when Australia and New Guinea were 
joined by the ancient landbridge. The book that I found to be the most useful was A 
Prehistory of Australia, Papua New Guinea and Sahul written by J. Peter White and 
James F. O’Connell (1937). This publication provided me with information for Part 3 
about Wallacea and the movement of Homo sapiens and Homo denisova through 
south east Asia in ancient times. For more recent information on this topic I turned 
to The archaeology, chronology and stratigraphy of Madjedbebe (Malakunanja II): 
A site on northern Australia with early occupation by Clarkson et al (2015). I chose 
this because it has been scientifically proven through finger print patterning and Y-
chromosome studies that the Tiwi and the Gunwinggu (who live around Gunbalanya) 
have a common ancestry. Therefore, the research from this rock shelter which dates 
back to over 55,000 years BP has a direct relevance to my Tiwi family before the sea 
levels rose and cut Ratuwati off from the mainland 7,000 years BP. A memory that 
we carried from our Gunwinggu connection is the belief in the Rainbow Serpent 
(Tiwi – Ampiji, Gunwinggu – Kunapipi). A small brackish lake where Ampiji the 
Rainbow Serpent lives midway along the south coast of Bathurst Island on the road 
to Tangiyaw, is another reminder of these times.  
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 Shoreline reconstruction around Australia during the last Glacial Maximum and 
Late Glacial Stage (Yokoyama et al 2001) provided me with more information about 
the ancient Lakes Carpentaria and Bonaparte and from there how distinct groups of 
people moved throughout northern Australia and the rest of the continent. This has a 
direct correlation to the movement of the Pama Nyungan and non-Pama Nyungan 
language structures. 
 
I wasn’t sure whether to put the Y-Chromosome and mitochondrial DNA information 
in the section about the people or the land. But I ended up putting it with the Land 
because this information had relevance to our migrations to this country and around 
it. Antiquity and Diversity of Aboriginal Australian Y-Chromosomes (Nagle et al 
2016), “Y-Chromosome-Specific Microsatellite Variation in Australian Aboriginals 
(Vandenberg et al 1999) and Mitochondrial Genomics Identifies Major Haplogroups 
in Australian Aboriginals (Van Holst Pellekaan) gave enormous depth to my 
understanding of the genetic and therefore geographical origins of the Tiwi people.  
 
The History and Natural Resources of the Tiwi Islands Northern Territory prepared 
for the Tiwi Land Council in 1998 by Parks and Wildlife Commission of the Northern 
Territory with assistance from Environment Australia, and its updated version Tiwi 
Plants and Animals Aboriginal flora and fauna knowledge from Bathurst and 
Melville Islands, northern Australia (2001) holds a wealth of Tiwi and scientific 
knowledge about the use of Tiwi flora and fauna. I used this book for the spellings of 
plants that I only know by sight and Tiwi name. This publication used both male and 
female Tiwi narikitiminis and the knowledge that they gave has been recorded 
accurately. I use our word narikitimini here instead of informant which has 
connotations of subversive activities. The 2001 version also states; 
 
It is likely that during the last ice age, Bathurst and Melville Islands were 
connected to the mainland, becoming islands again at the end of this period 
when the sea levels rose, as described in the legend of Mundungkala (p12). 
 
Here a consensus of opinion about the birth of our Islands is met between old Tiwi 
knowledges and scientific observation.  
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2.3 The People 
 
Since 1906 anthropologists have regularly entered Tiwi shores and this is because the 
mission allowed, and still allows, unrestricted access to those who wish to study us. 
The other reason that the Tiwi are one of the most researched Indigenous groups in 
Australia is because it was believed that our separation from the mainland meant less 
chance of contamination of our cultural material from our nearest neighbours the 
Larrakeyah and the Iwadja.  
 
For this section I concentrated on three anthropologists, Herman Klaatsch (1906) 
because he was the first of his discipline to visit Ratuwati and C.W.M Hart (1928) 
and John Morris (2001) because their works constitutes the main proportion of the 
research done on the Tiwi people. I also used Hart and Morris because their research 
was conducted approximately eighty years apart and I wanted to have and old and a 
modern perspective.  
 
Klaatsch was the first anthropologist to set foot on Melville Island on the 20th of 
September 1906. In his report of this visit entitled Klaatsch and the Tiwi. Klaatsch’s 
Account of an Expedition to Melville Island in 1906 (translated from German to 
English), Klaatsch states in his opening paragraph that; 
 
They are living in their original savage ways. They are considered to be 
treacherous and bloodthirsty (p65) 
But despite our “treacherous and bloodthirsty” reputation Klaatsch was not deterred 
as demonstrated by his disturbing account of a visit to a site containing several tutini 
(funeral poles) near the old site of Fort Dundas;  
 
another one was cut open in its centre, so that only two thin poles were left 
as a connection between the lower part and the upper one, which also ended 
in a high pointed tip. I cut of the upper part of this monument and took it 
with me; now it is one of the best pieces of my collection …. However due to 
the smallness of my boat I could not transport more examples (p68)  
  
And as further tutini were discovered; 
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It was of the type with a hole in the middle and an upper addition, connected 
to the lower main part by two thin poles only. I cut off the upper part and 
took it with me (p70) 
 
But Klaatsch’s interest was not solely confined to tutini;  
 
Luckily we remained unnoticed by the blacks in our grave violating 
enterprise (p69) 
 
The desecration of the Munupi, Wulirankuwu, Jamulampi and Marruwawu family 
grave sites by Klaatsch was related to me by my Aunty Beatrice many years ago and 
concurs with Klaatsch’s description of events. That is except for Klaatsch omitting to 
mention the shots that were fired over our countrymen’s heads to keep them at bay 
by Harry Cooper the brother of Joe Cooper the buffalo shooter while Klaatsch 
interfered with the grave sites. Klaatsch’s work did inform my research to some 
extent, but his words “grave violating enterprise” demonstrates he was completely 
aware that his actions were unethical.  
 
The next anthropologist on my list was C.W.M Hart who arrived on our shores in 
1928. I began with The Tiwi of North Australia (Hart et al 1960), followed by Hart’s 
Sons of Turimpi (1954). I was particularly interested in this work because Turimpi is 
my great grandfather. Hart’s writings were notable in their discrepancies such as; 
 
As already mentioned, the Mission was established at the south east tip of 
Bathurst Island. This was Tikauila [sic] territory…  (Sons of Turimpi, p247) 
 
Our Tikalaula territory is located on the south-western side of Bathurst Island, about 
75km due west from the mission. Despite the two years that he spent researching my 
family on Bathurst Island, it appears that Hart still had a limited understanding of 
our society as his observations about my aminay (grandfather) Louis’s brother 
Mariano suggests; 
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He thus acquired a greater knowledge of white ways than most of the Tiwi 
and as a result no doubt of his opportunities of cultural comparison he at the 
time acquired an acute insight into his own culture and into the psychology 
of his fellow tribesman” (Sons of Turimpi, p249) 
 
It is true my aminay Mariano did acquire a good deal of knowledge about the 
murrantawi because of his dealings with the mission and with Hart as a narikitimini. 
But because the purpose of the mission was to divest the Tiwi of our culture and 
replace it with theirs, aminay chose to acquire knowledge of “white ways” because he 
wanted to know his enemy, and not for his own edification. And to believe that the 
arrival of the murrantawi was cause for aminay to have a comparative knowledge 
about his own culture and give him a greater understanding of his family, was also a 
serious misinterpretation by Hart. We knew the Macassans for hundreds of years 
before the murrantawi came and were well aware that there were other cultural 
groups living beyond Ratuwati. Another comment from Hart about aminay Mariano 
can only conclude that the foundations of murrantawi alliances with the Tiwi were 
built on contempt and exploitation; 
 
The missionaries used him but didn’t like him (Sons of Turimpi, p250) 
 
After reading Hart’s works I concluded that there is no mechanism in place to verify 
information presented by anthropologists or other researchers. Their words are 
taken at face value and it is only when insider knowledge such as personal experience 
or family oral traditions challenges their words that discrepancies are exposed.    
Harts research reflects his western predispositions and confirms that he was 
perceiving us from a standpoint whereby aspects of society that were admired in 
Europeans such as literacy and Christianity were projected onto the Tiwi whose 
beliefs, practices and knowledges differed considerably. Although this way of 
thinking is commonly dismissed as the presiding belief of the times (the 1920’s and 
30’s) the next anthropologist John Morris proves that it still persisted in 2001 with 
his faithful reproduction of Hart’s inconsistencies in his book “THE TIWI: From 
Isolation to Cultural Change”.  
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John Morris initially came to Bathurst Island as a missionary but later went on to 
become an anthropologist. While “THE TIWI: From Isolation to Cultural Change” 
demonstrates Morris’s meticulous approach to research, his comment “if the older 
Tiwi can be believed” reminded me that he too was observing the Tiwi from a 
Eurocentric position whereby plausibility has always rested with those who carried 
out the research and not those who gave their knowledge and expertise.  
 
As the above demonstrates finding references that are supportive of our Tiwi 
knowledges has been problematic. Fortunately for me through everyday life I have 
family and personal access to Tiwi culture and ancient knowledges and am able to 
see the disparities between our spoken words and their written ones. And although it 
has personally been difficult at times to read the disturbing accounts about my own 
family members by the anthropologists, I had to include this information because the 
murrantawi have made themselves a part of our history. This research experience 
gives me even greater reason to continue researching and writing about Tiwi 
knowledge for the greater appreciation of Tiwi knowledge. 
 
2.4 The Language 
 
For the Language I have used Osborne’s grammar and Tiwi dictionary which was the 
first major work undertaken on the Tiwi language. I initially bought The Tiwi 
Language by C.R Osborne (1974) so I could understand my language from a 
deconstructed perspective as I had only ever spoken it. But this work also proved to 
have inaccuracies such as flawed word construction, for example; narekimu – 
Osborne we’ll sit down in the evening, Tiwi – we will sit and naruwi instead of 
ngenaruwi and ngenaringa my mother. There were wrong meanings such as tatali - 
Osborne put in, Tiwi put down. Wrong pronunciations, ie kulalaya instead of kulala 
to look around. And there were wrong meanings and wrong pronunciations such as 
awunganuwonga -  Osborne all the same, Tiwi - anuwanga not yet. There were also 
observations that had no basis such as the claim that the following thirty-five words 
in his Tiwi – English dictionary (p 119 – p 139) and English – Tiwi dictionary (p141 – 
157) were Iwadja. My family claim they are old Tiwi.  
 
OLD TIWI PAGE MEANING 
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Alapanytia  119 Rope tree, bark fibre used for rope making 
Alawurra  119 Boss, head man, pipe  
Ampa’ru  119 Widow, widower 
Ampitji, maritji 120, 128 Rainbow 
Arai 120 Species of oyster 
Jiwirli 123 Mangrove worm 
Kalamparra 124 sweat 
karraliki 155 tongue 
Kaluri 124 cigarette 
Kar’lu 150 No, not 
Karntukuni 148 ironwood 
Kilutuki 125 Pigeon, dove 
Kinikini 125 sandfly 
Kunganyi 126 smoke 
Kupunyi 126 Dug out canoe 
Kutinikari 126 Dugong spear 
Ma’lu 127 Wind 
Mapulari 127 Calm, no wind, still 
Marrntinya 128 Boss, points on crocodiles back, dots in painting 
Marntuwunyini 128 dugong 
Marruwinyi 128 bandicoot 
Matjimpani 142 blood 
Matjinti 128 Species of turtle 
Minyaya 129 fat 
Mukamuka 129 heart 
Namuruputi 130 Evening meal 
Nanguntyi 130 yesterday 
Papuli 132 sapling 
Patjipatji 133 Turtle eggs 
Patjungwani 133 dead 
Takamuli 135 Short round throwing stick 
Tjalikaratji 136 Fishing spear 
Tjartukwa 137 paddle 
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Walimani 138 axe 
Patjaliri  133 Bone pipe 
 
But the last word in the list above patjaliri (bone pipe) demonstrates that Osbornes 
observations in this matter were incorrect. Patja (supposed Iwadja and Osbornes 
spelling) and pwatja (Tiwi) both mean bone. This is a Tiwi word and so are the others 
because no lexical cognates exist between these languages, and the Iwadja language 
is structurally different to Tiwi. One of these structural differences is that Iwadja only 
has three vowels, i, a, and u, while Tiwi has four i, a, u and o.  
 
Osborne also claimed the Macassan words we use in our language were introduced 
by the Iwadja whom the buffalo shooter Joe Cooper brought over from the mainland 
to Melville Island as labour. We Tiwi know this to be false as we have had a long 
connection with the Macassans who were known to us socially as demonstrated by 
the adoption of some of their words, and some of their customs including the boat 
dance which is performed at funerals. In addition to that, there are the Malau’ila, the 
family group located on the northern part of Bathurst Island. Their name in Tiwi 
means belonging to the Malays which was another term for the Macassans, from 
whom their family are descendants of.   
 
Osborne’s practice of spelling his linguistic narikitiminis Tiwi names without a 
capital letter (ngapilimunguraja, tukuliangenila, tuwurti and purupumatiua) while 
their mission names (Geoffrey Mungatopi, Laurie Nelson, Tobias Pilakwi and Big 
Don) were accorded their capitalisation was also noted. This was common practice 
by the mission because Tiwi names were considered pagan and only names given by 
someone who had been baptised and was a Christian (ie Christian name) were 
acceptable. My uncle Hilary Munkara also worked with Osborne on this book but his 
name is notably absent. I don’t know why. 
 
Had those old men known that Osborne’s act of changing our language from an oral 
to a written one meant the copyright would belong to Osborne and not us, they would 
have walked away. It is inconceivable that the laws of European jurisprudence allow 
a murrantani to own the copyright to my Tiwi language. Osborne was the first 
linguist who compiled a comprehensive grammar and dictionary of the Tiwi language 
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so this was the only linguistic reference that I used. Later work on the Tiwi language 
was conducted in 1992 by Dr Jenny Lee from the Summer Institute of Linguistics to 
translate the Bible into Tiwi, but her work was for religious purposes and was not 
suitable for my research. 
 
2.5 Literature Review Conclusion  
 
The geology, geography and taxonomy of Ratuwati is indisputable and there is 
complete agreement between the Tiwi and the scientists about the formation of our 
Islands and the flora and fauna that live there. But for Klaatsch, Hart, Morris and 
Osborne the accurate representation of the Tiwi in their anthropological and 
linguistic research proved to be more challenging. I can only surmise that this is 
because geology and taxonomy are physical and incontrovertible while the social 
aspects of Tiwi culture are open to interpretation by those who study it.  
 
Part 3: Project Methodology  
 
The process that I have followed in this project to research our Tiwi knowledges is 
based on how we engage with our Tiwi world. This is not as an observer assessing 
and evaluating the philosophical concepts of worth or the fundamentals of belief, but 
as a Tiwi person immersed in both the physical and metaphysical planes of my 
existence. To discuss our relationship and understanding of our knowledges without 
one or the other would be impossible because everything is interconnected and 
nothing is an entity unto itself. We can’t separate the land from the people, the 
people can’t be separated from the spirt world, the spirit world is part of the land 
which is part of the people. It is a beautiful network of interconnectedness and life 
and this is what forms the basis of our ancient knowledges and the methodology of 
my research.  
 
3.1 Epistemology 
 
Based on what I know of Tiwi knowledges, the idea that a theory can explain 
knowledge doesn’t make any sense because knowledge is not perceived, it already 
exists. It is waiting there for us to take what we need and to use it. My mother told 
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me that knowledge is acquired by the five senses, sight, sound, taste, touch, smell 
and our spirit or psychic self and we use them to interact with and to learn from our 
world around us and from each other. The five senses need no explanation as we 
employ them all either consciously or subconsciously on a second by second basis 
and in varying combinations, but our spirit is what keeps us in contact on a 
metaphysical level with each other, our natural world and the spirit world. And when 
we die we don’t leave our senses or spirit, they all come along with us so we can still 
keep in contact with the ones we leave behind. To us death is not the end or a void, 
the place where our spirits go after death is a parallel world.  
 
So there is the knowledge we are Born with, this is our instinct. There is the 
knowledge we Acquire through our interaction with the world, such as what we learn 
from our parents or by personal experience. There is the knowledge we Create from 
our own abilities. And there is the knowledge that we are Given, a knowledge that 
only comes to us when we are ready to possess it. This is wisdom. And all of these 
factors substantiate and authenticate our Tiwi knowledge system which is the core of 
our existence.  
 
3.2 Ontology 
As a Tiwi person I have an active responsibility to my Tiwi world and I participate in 
every aspect of its being. This means that my connection with the spirit world is as 
powerful as the physical one. By speaking to the land when we arrive at a new place 
to camp or thanking the spirit of an animal when we kill it for food, we are engaging 
with its spirit and we are showing it respect as another living being. I have heard 
pukamani (funeral) songs sung to land at Tangiyaw that was reclaimed by the sea in 
a storm. They described how beautiful her face and legs were until the sea came and 
took them away from us. So the land isn’t an abstract object, it isn’t just something 
that provides a firm foundation under your feet. It is alive, it has a spirit and is 
accorded the reverence given to every other living thing in our world. This is what it 
means to be immersed in our Tiwi world, a place where there is no delineation 
between the physical and the metaphysical because they are one and the same.   
3.3 Axiology 
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Our Tiwi knowledge’s that have been passed on down through the generations belong 
to all Tiwi people, they are as much a part of our heritage as the Tiwi soil beneath our 
feet. We carry these knowledges deep inside us, they are in our bones but they are 
also in the plants around us and the rocks and the animals, and they are in the water 
we drink. My research has been guided by the same ethics that were applied to our 
ancient knowledges when we created them and passed them on, and these are 
respect for my Tiwi world both physical and spiritual.  
 
3.4 Methodologies.  
 
In this research, I have used a number of different methodologies which can be 
unified under the auspices of Tiwi Knowledge methodology. The overall methodology 
I used was Immersion because my involvement in this project has been a personal 
one about my home of Ratuwati, my family who still live there, our ancestors, and the 
language we speak. Descriptive was another methodology used because I relied on 
observation as a means of collecting and constructing data for my creative piece. 
These observations were made during times throughout my life of visiting and living 
on Bathurst Island. And to create meaningful constructs of my experiences there and 
the information that I researched to support them I also used an Evaluative 
approach. When I was writing about my ancestors and Wallacea, I theorised about 
their behaviour and so the methodology used was Ethnogenic as it was not an 
imposed theory from the outside, it was a representation of my world view as 
structured by me the participant and by what I have been told by my family in the 
past. As my project was about Tiwi Knowledges a further methodology used was 
Cultural because I used my Tiwi language and experiences in a contextual 
environment to identify subjective meaning in both my creative piece and in this 
exegesis. This methodology tied in very closely with Personal Interpretive because I 
used my five senses, my instincts and the ancient knowledge passed on to me which 
shaped my own views and the way I see my world. The final methodology was 
Participant Observer because this has been my role in this research. I am a 
participant because of my life experiences as a Tiwi. And I am an observer because 
this is how I learnt about these Knowledges, by watching and listening.  
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Part 4: Case Studies  
 
Contemporary Indigenous literature has become another medium through which we 
can regenerate and consolidate our knowledge’s such as that described in Two 
Sisters (2004, republished 2016) by Ngarta Jinny Bent and Jukuna Mona Chuguna. 
These women were two of the last people to be born in the Great Sandy Desert south 
of the Kimberleys.   
 
Ngarta’s story speaks in depth of the old knowledges and begins with her birth near a 
waterhole named Walypa which means wind. Her life was shaped by the availability 
of water and so her family journeyed from one jila or waterhole to the next. This 
journeying was far from anthropological constructions of aimless nomadic existence.  
Ngarta and her family searched the desert for food and water, deriving a 
smorgasbord of life-sustaining seasonal delicacies as well as coming to understand 
the desert as a place of constant learning; 
 
There was nothing random or haphazard about these journeys. Ngarta’s 
mother might choose the more roundabout route, not because she liked to 
walk further, but because she knew a good place to find jurnta bulbs at that 
season of the year, or where a particular fruit would be ripening. In 
planning her journey she would keep uppermost in her mind the places 
where she could expect to find water (p26) 
 
Language adds a spiritual element to our written words. My Rembarranga bibi 
(grandfather) from Arnhemland told me that the language of a place takes you to a 
deeper level of consciousness because each word carries the essence and the energy 
of that place. So language makes a connection with the knowledges in a way that 
speaking or writing about them in English or another language cannot. This is 
demonstrated in Jukuna’s story which was written in Walmajarri and later translated 
into English by linguist Eirlys Richards. As was discussed with Richards and myself 
on the 7th of August 2016 in Broome at the launch of Two Sisters, there could never 
be a direct translation, just an approximation of words. And in doing this much of 
what is quintessentially Walmajarri is lost.  
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Kurlampal marna ngunangani jarlu yapa jiljinga. Ngajukura ngarpu parla 
Wirtuka ngurrara. Jularni pila nganpayijarrarlu yini Kirikarrajarti (p83) 
 
When I was a child I lived in the sand dune country of the Great Sandy 
Desert to the south of Fitzroy Crossing. My fathers birthplace is near the 
waterhole called Wirtuka. My father got his name, Kirikarrajarti, right there 
(p57) 
 
My work differs from Two Sisters because I use western knowledge to substantiate 
Tiwi knowledge. Although western knowledge requires an evidence based approach 
to verify facts and Tiwi knowledges were formulated by observation and immersion -  
both systems have shown that they can arrive at the same conclusion. And I did this 
not to prove the superiority of the western knowledge system, but to demonstrate 
that Tiwi knowledges are unique and they cannot be dismissed. The creation of 
Ratuwati by rising seas and the ancient paleo rivers that are known by my family 
which still travel their ancient routes along the sea floor validates how both 
knowledge systems can reinforce each other.  The same can be said for my old 
aunties telling me we came from the west, science has proven the distribution of our 
DNA from south east Asia into Sahul and this once again corroborates Tiwi 
knowledge. Therefore, the use of western knowledge to support Tiwi knowledges 
does not undermine the validity and authenticity of Tiwi knowledges. It proves to the 
western world that Tiwi knowledges are an equally important knowledge system.  
 
The continuity of Indigenous knowledges embedded in the pages of Indigenous 
literary works is what makes them unique. But the literary assessments of 
Indigenous writings by non-Indigenous people such as Anne Brewster in Giving this 
Country a Memory (2015), clearly reflects a western interpretation of an Indigenous 
viewpoint. In the interview with Kim Scott, Brewster asks; 
 
Anne: You talked about the relationship of fiction to archival and community 
work. Are they different processes which complement each other?   
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Kim: No. It’s connection stuff. It’s really nice to work in a literary way with 
words and language and with the cleverness that one may have in that 
realm, with a community of descendants of place …  I’ve come to think that 
there’s really something deep in sound, a sort of purity in indigenous 
languages, a spiritual component (p4) 
 
In her interview with Mellissa Lucashenko;  
 
Anne: Is [reconciliation] a term you would use in talking about future 
relationships between non-indigenous [sic] Australians …. Like indigenous 
[sic] sovereignty? 
 
Melissa: No. Probably not. What I see working is individual relationships 
and relationships at a community level and I think its very difficult to talk 
past that (p 130)   
 
These knowledges are deeply rooted in our psyche as our writings continuously 
show, and in these interviews it is the focussed point of view that defines Brewster’s 
questions not the Indigenous holistic perspective. My work differs from Brewster’s 
because as a non-Indigenous person Brewster can only look at indigenous knowledge 
from a western perspective. And although the practice of analysing our writings 
continues to grow, non-Indigenous people will always face difficulties in 
characterising these works because they have a perceived understanding of 
Indigeneity while for Indigenous people it is an existent one.  
 
 
 
Part 5: Critical Reflection  
 
Writing my creative piece Tarntipi was like a journey of discovery for me, although it 
was not as epic as the journey my ancestors made across the seas to Sahul and then 
finally Ratuwati. When I started I had no idea where the creative piece would go or 
where it would end up, but I did know that somewhere in it I needed to tell the story 
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that my old aunties told me of coming from somewhere else.  This has been on my 
mind for years, and although I knew this memory was old I had no idea until I did 
this research that it went back over seven thousand years. To think it has been passed 
down from person to person for around two hundred and eighty generations and 
survived was initially beyond my comprehension. But then I got to thinking about it 
and realised that no, I shouldn’t be surprised at all I should be proud that we valued 
our memories so much that we kept them alive and shared them with those we loved. 
So although the murrantawi came and took away the world that we knew, they 
couldn’t take our memories and our knowledge and they have stayed with us through 
the five generations that have shared Ratuwati with the murrantawi. But it wasn’t all 
bad, because we adapted and we appropriated the murrantawi stuff that we thought 
might be useful or might enhance our own knowledges, and this was done on an 
equal basis and not because we thought we were inferior and had to accept their 
ways.  
 
The common thread that ties the four parts of my creative piece together is our 
ancient knowledges. Beginning with my time living at Tarntipi I explored how these 
ancient knowledges impacted on me as an individual because it was on this beach 
where my ancestors had lived in times gone by that I felt closer to them than I ever 
had before, and being saved from a crocodile by the spirit of my aminay told me in no 
uncertain terms that they were there beside me. This awakening of understanding 
caused me to reflect on how much of this knowledge was genetic memory passed to 
me from my mother and those before her because much of what I was doing I can’t 
remember ever having been taught.  
 
Part 3 was written second and although it started out as my exegesis it became much 
more.  This was where most of my time was spent researching the past and trying to 
piece together how we made it to our home of Ratuwati and brought these ancient 
knowledges with us. Although I could have carried out a deeper investigation of our 
genetic links and explored the evolutionary psychology of my ancestors, time didn’t 
allow me to go there. I also wanted to conduct more research on the anthropologists 
as I would like to find someone who doesn’t accept Harts views, but so far everything 
that I have read has not been encouraging.  
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Part 2 was written last. In part 2 I critically analyse existing research practices and 
how they impacted on and influenced our Tiwi society. Although termed Scientific 
methods, this is of course a western paradigm whereby observation is followed by a 
hypothesis which is tested. But this doesn’t apply to Tiwi indigenous knowledge’s 
because our knowledge comes from our environment, it comes from aeons of trial 
and error which became the social, economic and political constructs of our lives. 
Within these constructs, we developed and implemented protocols by collaboration 
with other family members and groups. Outcomes of gatherings were disseminated 
between us and there was always reciprocity, this is why our language and culture 
across both islands are the same. But somewhere in the distant past we did things 
differently and that’s how we became separated from our Gunwinggu relatives when 
the seas rose. And maybe it was this very separation that made us stick together on 
Ratuwati so this would never happen again, and we have stuck together as one main 
family ever since - for over seven thousand years.  
Although the question of intellectual property and ownership is an important issue in 
research, it is once again a western concept. Our memories of the past and our 
knowledges have been collected for thousands of years and safely stored in a 
repository of communal 
information for us all to 
share and benefit from. 
They belong to all Tiwi 
including me just as the 
knowledge that I have 
discovered on this second 
journey to Ratuwati, which 
started at Tarntipi beach 
fifteen years ago and ends here, belongs to all of us as well.  
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